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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the course of its history, the income tax in the United States has reflected an attempt to maintain progressive rates, avoid marriage and singles penalties, and tax married couples with the same total household income equally. However, serving all three traditional goals is impossible, and at least one of them must be sacrificed. To answer this central "trilemma" of household taxation, it has been universally assumed that a progressive rate structure entails weighing the relative merits of two choices: joint filing versus individual filing. This Article will explore and defend a third alternative, which I will call "intermediate filing," and under which couples would choose a ratio to govern both income tax treatment and division of the broadest range of assets on divorce. Considering this alternative of intermediate filing will allow us to analyze the role that sharing plays in the taxation of married couples and other multitaxpayer groups.
The trilemma is easily illustrated. In his 1972 testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee, Edwin S. Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, offered a widely-cited proof of the existence of the trilemma,\(^1\) which can be summarized as follows. Consider four cases:

Case 1, a single person, \(A\), who earns $20,000.

Case 2, two single persons, \(B\) and \(B'\), who each earn $10,000.

Case 3, a married couple, in which \(C\) earns $20,000 and \(C'\) earns zero.

Case 4, a married couple, \(D\) and \(D'\), in which each earns $10,000.

First consider marriage neutrality. If there is to be no penalty on remaining single, \(A\), who earns $20,000 in Case 1, must pay the same tax as \(C\) who earns the same amount in Case 3 but who is married. Similarly, if a marriage penalty is to be avoided, then the two singles in Case 2, each of whom earn $10,000, must pay the same total tax as Case 4's married couple, in which each spouse earns $10,000. Finally, if we want couples with the same total household income to pay the same amount of tax—a concept known as "couples neutrality"—then the couple in Case 3 must pay the same tax as the couple in Case 4.

Thus, the tax in Case 1 must equal that in Case 3, the tax in Case 2 must equal that in Case 4, and the tax in Case 3 must equal that in Case 4. Therefore, the tax in Case 1 must equal that in Case 2; in other words, a single person earning $20,000 must pay the same level of tax as two single persons each earning $10,000. But this is impossible under a progressive rate structure. Generally, under progressive rates, a single person making twice as much as each of two other single people must pay a higher level of tax than the other two do collectively. Thus, marriage neutrality, couples neutrality, and progressive rates are incompatible.

This fact has given rise to extensive literature about how to come to grips with this inevitable trade-off.\(^2\) In addition, the example cases above

---


The current tax system, like any joint-filing system, leads to a "stacking effect" that burdens the decision to work outside the home. Consider Case 3 again. The secondary earner—the lower-earning spouse whose decision to work outside the home is more tentative than that of the other (primary) earner—faces a large barrier to working outside the home. Under progressive rates and joint filing, the secondary earner’s income is in effect "stacked" on top of the primary earner’s income because the secondary earner faces the couple’s marginal rate, which will be pushed up by the primary earner’s larger income. The more the primary earner makes, the higher the couple’s—and hence the secondary earner’s—marginal rate climbs. The secondary earner will face a much higher marginal rate—where behavior is influenced—than will an individual-filing single person. These considerations have led to a gradual shift among commentators toward favoring individual filing.

Further, the nontaxation of domestic labor also affects secondary earners’ work decisions. Both individual and joint filing tax market labor

---

3. This Article uses masculine pronouns for the less elastic earner and feminine pronouns for the more elastic earner both to reflect a traditional pattern that persists to some degree and to highlight the resulting feminist issue. See infra notes 4-8 and accompanying text.


---
but do nothing to tax domestic labor that is compensated for by marital sharing of resources. Marital "sharing" of income is itself a concept that covers a spectrum of situations from exchange—for example, money income for domestic services—at one end to pure gift-giving at the other. Although there may be no clear-cut line dividing exchange-sharing and gift-sharing, we must worry about the close substitution relationship between market labor that is remunerated by wages and domestic labor that is compensated with marital "sharing." In a no-tax world, $B$ would make some trade-off between the two. But, under both individual and joint filing, $B$ is taxed on the market-labor income, while $B$ is not taxed on "shared" income from $A$. Even under individual filing, which is commonly believed to benefit secondary earners, net cash transfers to the secondary earner within the marriage do not raise the secondary earner's marginal rate. Thus, the payment for domestic services is untaxed to the secondary earner, thereby increasing the attractiveness of domestic over market labor relative to the situation in a no-tax world.  

As we will see, this situation is further complicated by home production: The differential tax rates under individual filing makes the relative attractiveness of using each spouse's time in the home different from what it would be in a no-tax or joint-filing world.

The largest group of "secondary" earners are married women, for whom the stacking effect and the nontaxation of imputed income (and of maritally-exchanged domestic labor) create incentives pushing them in the direction of labor in the home rather than in the marketplace.  

---

5. Taxpayers with and without imputed income can be put on a more even footing either by taxing imputed income, which is usually thought impractical, or by giving deductions (or credits) to those wage-earners who incur the corresponding expenses of hiring third parties to render the services in question. A child-care deduction, credit, or other subsidy can lessen the effects of the nontaxation of imputed income and of maritally exchanged domestic labor. See, e.g., McCaffery, supra note 2, at 114-18; Daniel C. Schaffer & Donald H. Berman, Dissents and Concurrences: Two Cheers for the Child Care Deduction, 28 Tax L. Rev. 535, 536-45 (1973). The Internal Revenue Code currently provides for a child-care tax credit, see I.R.C. § 21 (1994 & Supp. I 1996), and an exclusion for up to $5,000 in dependent care assistance provided to the taxpayer, see id. § 129. Less targeted to child care are the child tax credit, see id. § 24 (West Supp. 1998) (principal element of Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 providing credit against tax of $500 ($400 for 1998) for each child under the age of 17) and the dependent exemption, see id. § 152 (1994).  

6. See, e.g., McCaffery, supra note 2, at 19-23.  

7. As explained in Part II.B.4 infra, the benefit of these services constitute (i) "imputed income" and (ii) one leg of a marital exchange of domestic work for shared income. Both of these are not taxed. Imputed income is the increase in economic well-being from self-performed services or from property. For example, consider two people with similar preferences and facing the same wage rate. Person $A$ works 10 hours more than Person $B$ and earns an extra $200 but has to use that $200 to hire a third party to provide child care or housecleaning services. Person $B$ uses the 10 hours to perform the services herself. In that case, $A$ and $B$ are equally well-off, and the increase in economic
what unfortunate term "secondary" does not mean that women's work in the marketplace is somehow normatively less important than men's. It does mean that, because women face lower wages in the marketplace and continuing gender stereotypes about domestic labor, married women's choice of whether to work outside the home is far more sensitive to incentives than that of their husbands. In light of these realities, it is essential that the tax system be reformed in order that it not aggravate—as it now does—the disincentives for married women to work.

The present joint-filing system is clearly not an optimal approach to the trilemma. It combines a marriage penalty for many couples and a penalty on work for many secondary earners. Changing patterns of family life toward more two-earner couples make the marriage penalty loom ever larger, and calls for reform are becoming more insistent. On the other hand, despite its popularity in the literature, individual filing takes no account of sharing within marriages, provides no incentive to share control over earned income, and taxes market but not domestic labor. Moreover, household taxation in the United States has veered from individual filing at the dawn of the income tax to various forms of joint filing, and this history strongly suggests that we will never achieve equilibrium at either pole, individual or joint filing.

well-being that B achieves through the self-rendered services is called imputed income. Because the concept of imputed income is an unintuitive one and because taxing it would be administratively difficult, imputed income escapes taxation. See, e.g., Thomas Chancellor, Imputed Income and the Ideal Income Tax, 67 Or. L. Rev. 561, 605-09 (1988); McCaffery, Fresh Look, supra note 2, at 1055-58; McIntyre & Oldman, supra note 2, at 1617-20.


9. See I.R.C. § 1(a) (West Supp. 1998). Under the Code, couples do have the option to file separately, see id. § 1(d), but the rate schedule is designed to make the combined tax liabilities of the two spouses higher under the separate filing option than under joint filing. There can sometimes be an advantage in separate filing where a deductible expense is subject to a floor defined in terms of percentage of adjusted gross income: The lower adjusted gross incomes of the spouses under separate filing reduces such floors. See, e.g., id. § 67(a) (1994) (subjecting miscellaneous itemized deductions to a disallowance of 2% of adjusted gross income); id. § 165(h)(2) (West Supp. 1998) (allowing net casualty losses only to the extent they exceed 10% of adjusted gross income); id. § 213(a) (1994 & Supp. II 1996) (allowing deduction for uncompensated medical expenses only to extent that such expenses exceed 7.5% of adjusted gross income), but only in rare cases will such "floor-lowering" advantages outweigh the disadvantage built into the married-filing-separately rate schedule of § 1(d).


11. See, e.g., Marriage Tax Elimination Act, H.R. 2456, 105th Cong. (1997) (proposing legislation that would implement a traditional solution of allowing married couples a choice of filing jointly or separately). See also infra Part V.

12. On some lessons to be drawn from this tortuous history, see infra Part IV.
In this Article, I will explore a third alternative, which I call "intermediate filing." Instead of allowing couples to "split" their income as joint filers or forcing them to file as individuals, intermediate filing presents couples with a choice of individual filing as a default or fractional splitting. The ratio of the split would govern both tax treatment and property division (broadly defined) on divorce. If the couple negotiated a 50/50 ratio, then the couple (and the primary earner in particular) could lower taxes by as much as they would under joint filing, but all property including human capital built up during the marriage would be divided equally on divorce. If the negotiated ratio were 60/40, the primary earner and the household overall would have to pay higher taxes in order to avoid the even split on divorce.

As elaborated below, intermediate filing carries with it a number of practical advantages. First, intermediate filing is designed to calibrate tax treatment to the amount of sharing in the marriage, but it does not face the need to measure sharing directly. Instead, the countervailing incentives facing the higher-income spouse (to wish for a relatively even ratio for taxes but a less even one for divorce) force him into receiving the tax advantage only to the extent that he is willing to share ownership. By tying the tax and family law treatments of marital property, the system to a large extent defines the ownership rights of the spouses.

This tie-in leads to an incentive structure beneficial from both efficiency and feminist standpoints. The ratio under intermediate filing has the effect of taxing household labor that is compensated for by sharing. As I will show, intermediate filing is likely to be a good compromise between eliminating distortions in labor supply and home production. Furthermore, the system gives primary earners an incentive to share: At the margin, further sharing under the system will lead to lower taxes.

The contractarian nature of the intermediate-filing system shows promise of improving the process of marriage formation. This system would serve as a particularly effective penalty default on the better-off spouse, forcing that spouse to reveal information about his intentions for the marriage whether or not he contracts around default individual filing. Also, by functioning as a system of liquidated damages, the use of the ratio as a division rule on divorce would both tend to benefit women and induce the efficient level of precaution in the first place.

That intermediate filing has never been proposed is not surprising, because the conventional wisdom rests on two unfounded assumptions, which, if true, would present great obstacles to such a system. These two assumptions have made the trilemma seem more dire than it is and have
led many to believe that progressive rates inevitably lead to unacceptable trade-offs.\(^\text{13}\)

First, it is almost universally assumed that we must base our choice of taxpayer for any given income on existing categories of ownership of the income or of the underlying asset. However, the existing set of such concepts is not adequate for tax purposes. Any filing system requires some basis for deciding how much splitting to allow. The Internal Revenue Code fails to provide a comprehensive definition of ownership.\(^\text{14}\) Therefore, it is natural, but far from necessary, to look to existing concepts of ownership to decide whom to tax on what income. It would appear that if we wish to allow some type of splitting other than pure joint filing, we would need to find some definition of spousal rights to supply the basis for the split. A definition might be expected from family or property law. For example, a splitting system might allow splitting to the extent of community property: Income that constitutes community property would be split, but separate income would not. As discussed below, no such existing categories, including even those of community property, furnish a remotely fair or efficient basis on which to allow splitting.\(^\text{15}\) Thus, if inter-

---

\(^\text{13}\) Before turning to questions of marriage neutrality and the taxation of couples, it is worth remarking that it is true that giving up on progressive rates—the remaining “horn” of the trilemma—would remove this trade-off between the penalties (for singles or married people) on the one hand and “equal” treatment of couples with equal total household income on the other. In the Article, however, I will assume progressive rates for several reasons. First, progressivity is an important issue in its own right. See, e.g., \textit{Walter J. Blum \\& Harry Kalven, Jr., The Uneasy Case for Progressive Taxation} 39-104 (1953) (challenging arguments for progressive taxation); \textit{Charles O. Galvin \\& Boris I. Bittker, The Income Tax: How Progressive Should It Be?} 25-52 (1969) (arguing uneasiness of the case for any tax base including proportional taxation); Joseph Bankman \\& Thomas Griffith, \textit{Social Welfare and the Rate Structure: A New Look at Progressive Taxation}, 75 Cal. L. Rev. 1905, 1966-67 (1987) (arguing from optimal tax theory for some version of progressive rates); Walter J. Blum, \textit{Revisiting the Uneasy Case for Progressive Taxation}, 60 Taxes 16, 21 (1982) (arguing that progressive taxation is even more uneasy in the 1980s than in the 1950s); Michael J. Graetz, \textit{To Praise the Estate Tax, Not to Bury It}, 93 Yale L.J. 259, 259-86 (1983) (arguing that an estate tax has important role in enhancing progressivity of the tax system). The endurance of progressive rates reflects a long-held commitment by Congress to effecting some redistribution through the Internal Revenue Code. See Michael L. Roberts \\& Peggy A. Hite, \textit{Progressive Taxation, Fairness, and Compliance}, 16 L. \\& Pol’y 27, 44 (1994) (reporting results of a nationwide survey in which 60% to 66% of respondents supported a progressive tax system). But, as soon as we allow some degree of progressivity, we are presented with the unattractive choices outlined above. Indeed, the trilemma only arises on the assumption that progressive rates are a priority, and, therefore, the real challenge of the trilemma is to accommodate this basic assumption of progressive rates with the least objectionable of the remaining alternatives.


\(^\text{15}\) See infra Part V.
mediate filing is desirable, it cannot rest on these established property- or family-law categories.

Second, it is believed that giving couples a choice of filing status inevitably leads to an overuse of joint filing. Given a choice, couples supposedly will opt for joint filing to lower their overall household taxes, even if they share income less than joint filing would suggest. The history of household taxation in the United States is taken to suggest that allowing couples a choice of filing status—whether joint versus individual or somewhere in between—would present a clear-cut incentive to elect joint filing to minimize taxes, regardless of the fairness or efficiency. Given a choice between lower and higher taxes, couples would opt for the lower taxes under joint filing regardless of whether this reflects a sensible positive or normative description of marriage and regardless of the social consequences. This historical experience has probably contributed to the focus on forcing all marriages into a model that justifies either individual or joint filing.

These first two assumptions—that the Code must rely on existing categories from property and family law and that any choice of filing status degenerates into joint filing—are erroneous and have prevented us from seeing the possibility of doing better than the traditional alternatives of individual and joint filing. These two mistaken assumptions have obscured the role in household taxation of a third assumption that is actually more of a value judgment: Sharing is an important determinant of how to tax married couples.

The nature of this relationship between marital sharing and household taxation, however, will become clearer when intermediate filing is considered. Indeed, as we will see, intermediate filing can be regarded as a thought experiment that lays bare the role that sharing plays in our attitudes toward the taxation of various groups of taxpayers, not just married couples. Examples of such groups include parents and their children, other relatives, cohabiting couples, religious orders, communes, and the vast array of other groups that social life gives rise to.

The next part of this Article will introduce the problem of marital taxation by examining various models of marriage and the conflicting lessons drawn from them for the long-standing individual-versus-joint-filing debate. In Part III, I will present the proposed system of intermediate fil-

16. See infra Part IV.
17. This assumes similar rates for joint filers. On the present system of special rates for those who could file jointly, see supra note 9.
ing based on a self-assessed ratio for income-splitting. That section will
demonstrate the wide range of equity and efficiency advantages of such a
system over either of the two traditional alternatives. It will also consider
issues of federalism, geographical disparity, and joint and several liability.
Part IV will reexamine the history of household taxation with an eye to the
possibility and historical absence of intermediate filing. In Part V, I will
compare self-assessed intermediate filing to other "intermediate" ap-
proaches. Part VI will generalize the intermediate approach to marital
taxation explored here to provide a new theory of the role in taxation of
sharing by "conduit" taxpayers with other members of a given social
group. Part VII concludes the Article by suggesting that intermediate fil-
ing merits consideration that will help enhance awareness of attitudes to-
ward sharing in marriage.

II. PARTIAL SHARING IN MARRIAGE

In this part, I will show that our attitude towards joint or separate fil-
ing should depend to a large extent on the degree of sharing that occurs
within a given marriage. Individual filing reflects an understatement of
sharing and joint filing overstates sharing in most marriages. Neither sys-
tem is fine-grained enough to capture the wide range of sharing occurring
in marriages, and the perverse equity and efficiency consequences of either
joint- or individual-filing systems stem directly from the one-size-fits-all
approach that each system takes.

A. BENEFITS AND BURDENS OF MARRIAGE

Because intermediate filing will address the overstatement and un-
derstatement of certain benefits and burdens of marriage, this section will
first survey those aspects of marriage that have been featured in the joint-
versus-individual-filing debate. Afterwards, I will point out the role that
the full range of sharing in marriages should play in our thinking about the
questions of income-splitting and filing in the income tax.

1. Untaxed Benefits and Burdens of Marriage

With marriage comes a variety of untaxed benefits and burdens. Al-
though some of these benefits and burdens are not unique to marriage, the
associated incentive effects do have special implications in the context of
marriage.
The main benefits from marriage include what are often termed "economies of scale"—many of which are really public goods\(^{18}\) within the marriage—and the sum of imputed income.\(^{19}\) Neither of these types of marital benefits is taxed, but, although characteristic of marriages, neither is unique to them. Nontaxation of imputed income occurs widely outside of marriage as well.\(^{20}\)

However, nontaxation of the imputed income from household labor, as well as the nontaxation of a marital exchange of such labor for shared income, increases the incentive for the secondary earner to work in the home rather than in the marketplace. That the income tax thus pushes women in particular toward traditional housework is a central problem of marital income taxation.\(^{21}\) Moreover, even (as is customary) calling the domestic labor here "imputed income" reflects an implicit, but by no means obvious, choice of the family rather than the individual as the "economic unit" that makes decisions and experiences utility.\(^{22}\) As we will see, if we focus on the individual members of the marriage, it may turn out that one spouse is trading domestic services in return for money income from the other spouse. If so, then the traded component of the domestic services are not imputed income because the services are traded rather than rendered simply for oneself (as is required for true imputed income). Although the benefits of housework are often imputed income, especially if done by a single person living alone, the common but erroneous assumption that the benefit of housework is always imputed income reflects an implicit acceptance of the "family-unity" model.\(^{23}\) In such a

---

18. A public good is one whose consumption is nonexclusive and (usually) nonrival. In a classic example, national defense cannot be allocated only to those citizens who are willing to pay, and one citizen's enjoyment of security from national defense does not diminish the benefit to other citizens or reduce consumption elsewhere. See, e.g., Paul A. Samuelson, The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure, 36 REV. ECON. & STAT. 387, 387-89 (1954); Paul A. Samuelson, Diagrammatic Exposition of a Theory of Public Expenditures, 37 REV. ECON. & STAT. 350, 350 (1955).

19. On imputed income, see supra note 7 and accompanying text.

20. This is true most notably in the context of owner-occupied housing. Compare A, who invests $100,000 and uses the return to pay rent, and B, who spends the $100,000 on home ownership. A must pay tax on the return to her investment but B, although economically no better or worse off than A, does not pay tax on the benefit of living in the housing B owns—B's imputed income from the asset. See, e.g., Richard Goode, Imputed Rent of Owner-Occupied Dwellings Under the Income Tax, 15 J. FIN. 504, 504-25 (1960) (discussing implications of excluding from income tax imputed income from owner-occupied housing and possible responses to discriminatory effects).

21. See, e.g., McCaffery, supra note 2, at 20-26; Davis, supra note 2, at 210-14; Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 372-75.

22. See infra Part II.B.

23. See, e.g., McCaffery, supra note 2, at 26, 120-26, 178-79. Edward McCaffery asserts that: Virtually all of the services that the spouse who stays at home performs constitute untaxed imputed income, and it is clear that the need for such services increases, first with marriage,
view, domestic services are performed by the marital unity for "itself." However, once we take into account the individuals within the marriage and the possibility of nonmarket exchange between them, there is little reason to regard the entire benefit of domestic services as just another instance of imputed income.

Recall that a secondary earner like C' in Case 3 of the trilemma (where C earns $20,000 and C' earns $0) is often faced with a choice of working in the marketplace and using after-tax income to pay for services such as child care or staying at home and providing them herself. If child-care costs $10,000 and C' faces a marginal rate of twenty percent, for instance, C' will have to earn $12,500 just to have enough to pay for child care that she could have provided herself tax-free. Thus, while it is true that marriage gives rise to benefits that are not taxed otherwise, in the case of imputed income the incentive effect within the marriage is of great concern.

Further, strong empirical studies show that two-earner families incur substantial additional expenditures that correspond to items of "imputed income" in a one-earner family; these include child care, cleaning, and convenience food expenditures. Furthermore, employed married women spend significantly less time on housework than wives who do not work outside the home, but husbands whose wives work in the marketplace generally do not perform significantly more housework than husbands whose wives are not employed outside the home. Thus, the trade-

and later, dramatically, with children .... The family would [if the secondary earner works outside the home] have to pay for a variety of services—child care and housekeeping primary among them—with after-tax dollars.

Id. at 121. See also Note, The Case for Mandatory Separate Filing by Married Persons, 91 YALE L.J. 263, 377 & n.57 (1981) (arguing against joint filing because housework done by the secondary earner is imputed income exchanged for resources from the primary earner). But cf. Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 356 n.85 (criticizing justification of nontaxation of wife in exchange relationship based on nontaxation of imputed income and noting that exchange element is inconsistent with imputed income).

24. See supra note 1 and accompanying text.

25. That is, $12,500 - ((.2) X $12,500) = $10,000. More generally, the amount x that the secondary earner will have to earn in the marketplace to pay for the child care can be given by x = S / (1 - r), where S is the amount that child care (or other relevant services) costs and r is the earner's marginal rate. Of course, as r increases—say because of large earnings of the primary earner under a system of joint filing—so does x, the amount the secondary earner has to make just to break even with the imputed income situation.

26. It is a concern for both feminist and efficiency reasons. See infra Parts III.D and III.E.


28. See, e.g., BARBARA R. BERGMANN, THE ECONOMIC EMERGENCE OF WOMEN 261-66 (1986); PHILIP BLUMSTEIN & PEPPER SCHWARTZ, AMERICAN COUPLES: MONEY, WORK, SEX 144-46 (1983). See also, e.g., Anne L. Alstott, Tax Policy and Feminism: Competing Goals and Institutional Choices,
off between market earnings and imputed income falls heavily on the wife, who is typically the secondary (more elastic) earner.

As for public goods within the marriage, the consumption benefit from heating and lighting or even one kitchen, for example, may not decrease with the use of the other spouse, making such goods truly public. Under the heading of "scale economies" in home consumption, studies going back to Ernst Engel's landmark study a century ago have found that there are significant public goods or scale economies in household consumption. The same aspect of nonexclusive enjoyment can be found in a common driveway, for instance, but we do not tax each neighbor on the full consumption benefit as long as we use income as an index to taxable well-being. Furthermore, the nontaxation of the benefit of the common driveway can be seen as an instance of the general point that, in using income as a rough index to well-being, we do not tax consumer surplus. That is, instead of trying to tax utilities, the Code taxes on the basis of market price, which reflects utility to the marginal consumer.

But the nontaxation of consumer surplus and domestic labor within the marriage more generally may well have incentive effects that are disturbing from a feminist point of view. If the primary earner—more often the husband than the wife—is the one whose earned income is supplying the public good within the marriage, the husband—especially if he controls the expenditure and is therefore more secure in the benefit—may well drive more utility from it. In that case, the utility is not evenly distributed (as it more likely would be between the neighbors with the common driveway). Instead, the husband may derive more utility for which he receives more of a tax advantage than does the wife. That is, if utility were taxed directly, the husband would have more incentive to share the re-

96 COLUM. L. REV. 2001, 2023 & n.89 (1996) (noting that men's domestic labor still "lag[s] far behind the increase in women's market work" and citing studies with data on labor-force participation).
29. See Ernst Engel, Die Lebenskosten Belgischer Arbeiter-Familien Früher und Jetzt, 9 INT. STAT. INST. BULL. 1 (1895).
31. On approaches to the question of taxable well-being, especially in the marital context, see infra Part II.B.4.
32. Consumer surplus is the excess of a person's willingness to pay (her reservation price) over the market price. By using market prices as measures of valuation, the Code does not tax consumer surplus. See, e.g., Treas. Reg. § 1.61-2(d) (as amended in 1995) (setting forth the basic rule that where services are paid for with property, the amount includable in an employee's income as compensation is the fair market value of property). See generally MICHAEL J. GRAETZ & DEBORAH H. SCHENK, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION: PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES 120 (3d ed. 1997) (discussing nontaxation of consumer surplus under Code and regulations).
sources with the wife (assuming he gets a nonzero utility from sharing) by relinquishing some of his financial control.

Other factors in marital well-being that come under the misleading rubric of "economies of scale" include the gains from specialization within the marriage. True scale economies in home production have not been addressed much in the literature, and for good reason: Home-production output cannot be directly measured, and even information on the allocation of time in household production is very minimal. More attention has been paid to the closely related question of "economies in home consumption" discussed earlier.

Instead of focusing on true economies of scale in home production, economists have studied in more detail the gains to a married couple from the division of labor within households. For example, if one spouse concentrates on home production and the other on market labor, each spouse can build up human capital specific to their tasks that two single people would be unable to do. Of course, as a matter of basic values, we can certainly question whether the efficiency gain here is important enough to outweigh concerns among some feminists about traditional gender roles within the family. Even from a purely efficiency-based point of view, we must be careful not to allow the legal framework to exaggerate the incentive for secondary earners to work within the home beyond the point that would exist in a no-tax world.

On the burden side, the primary earner may (or may not) be paying for support of the other spouse, depending on what the other spouse is contributing to the marriage, including "imputed income" from personally performed services. More generally, the primary earner may be sharing some cash income with the other spouse partially in return for the other spouse's domestic labor. The extent to which this support or sharing is a burden remains very difficult to measure. As we will see, most economic analyses fail to distinguish sharing as gift-giving and sharing as part of marital exchange. There is little reason, however, to suppose that this bur-

33. For there to be true economies of scale in household production, output must expand proportionately more quickly than amount of inputs.
34. See, e.g., Gronau, supra note 30, at 288-89.
35. See generally GARY S. BECKER, A TREATISE ON THE FAMILY 30-53 (enlarged ed. 1991) (discussing the household division of labor between men and women).
36. See McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 183-84, 287 n.183 (arguing that, even if joint or household filing were more efficient because of efficiency gains from specialized division of labor within the family, feminist arguments for individual filing should be maintained on justice grounds).
den or obligation corresponds to the amount of support a court would require on divorce.\textsuperscript{37}

Moreover, the secondary earner often faces the choice of whether to specialize in market or domestic labor. Particularly in the case of secondary earners who specialize in work within the home, the secondary earner has foregone the development of job skills relevant for the marketplace. Again, there seems to be an inadequate relation of traditional support obligations to the burdens assumed by such a secondary earner, and the lack of compensation for the specialization of the wife has been a recurring complaint against traditional divorce law.\textsuperscript{38} At the most general level, the issue is how the gains from marriage and the costs in achieving them are distributed among the marriage partners both during the marriage and on divorce.

2. \textit{Control and Consumption of the Benefits of Marriage}

These special benefits and burdens of marriage are often not evenly distributed within the marriage. Very recent economic studies point to less than complete sharing in marriages. While married couples generally seem to pool consumption to a great extent, men seem typically to enjoy a greater degree of control over the economic benefits of marriage than do women.

There has been some doubt and much discussion about the extent to which joint consumption occurs in marriages and about the division of power and benefits between spouses. There remains, however, little hard evidence as to how much sharing actually goes on in marriages, or how “sharing” should be defined in the tax context. It is important to distinguish consumption and control: A primary earner might share consumption with a secondary earner (such as shared heating, lighting, housing, and vacations)\textsuperscript{39} but not share control (decisionmaking over the consumption). Thus, the spouses might vacation together (shared consumption) but if the primary earner makes the decision of where to vacation, he has retained a degree of control greater than if he handed half of his extra cash earnings to his wife and they bargained over where to vacation. Further, the wife’s

\textsuperscript{37} See infra Part V.


\textsuperscript{39} Shared consumption need not involve public goods. The primary earner might share income to fund consumption by the secondary earner, as in the case of vacations. The likelihood of shared consumption increases the more the primary earner’s utility function is dependent on that of the other spouse. See infra Parts II.B.3 and III.D.1.
increase in utility from consuming the vacation purchased with the extra income is less than it would be if she had chosen the vacation spot. There are two reasons for this conclusion. First, if each spouse has distinct utility functions and equal control, the wife’s preferences would be given more weight and she would gain greater utility from the final choice. Second, having control as opposed to mere ministerial management may yield utility, in which case the husband has greater utility and the wife less utility than if control as well as consumption were shared.

Many previous studies of “sharing” within marriages make consumption the object of sharing. In attacking the old consensus among joint-filing proponents that spouses do pool income, Marjorie Kornhauser has reviewed the large literature on this topic and notes only one empirical study other than her own on the sharing of income among married couples. A study by Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz focused on attitudes toward pooling, where pooling seems to have meant at least pooled consumption (if not control). They found that a substantial number of both men and women favored pooling and that a positive correlation existed between the amount to which they favored pooling and the length of their present relationship.

40. The resulting extra weighting of the husband’s utility in the household’s decisionmaking has efficiency implications. Under reasonable assumptions, there is a welfare loss that will positively correlate with greater divergence of the relative weighting from equality. See Patricia Apps & Ray Rees, Taxation and the Household, 35 J. PUB. ECON. 355, 362 (1988).

41. Jan Pahl makes the distinction between control that is “concerned with decisions such as which allocative system should be adopted within the household, which spouse should have the final say on major financial decisions,” and the extent to which spouses have discretion over personal spending money and access to joint money. JAN PAHL, MONEY AND MARRIAGE 57 (1989). Management, on the other hand, “is concerned with putting into operation the particular allocation system which the couple has adopted.” Id. For our purposes, control means decisionmaking authority whether exercised or not, as opposed to management, which is the handling of money in order to carry out those decisions (such as writing the checks for bills and balancing the checkbook).

42. See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 84-85.

43. See Blumstein & Schwartz, supra note 28, at 94-111.

44. See id. at 95. Among over 3,600 married couples, 69% of married women favored pooling, 19% were neutral, and 12% were against pooling. See id. at 101. Among husbands the corresponding numbers were 75%, 17%, and 8%. See id. Among unmarried cohabiting heterosexual couples, there was considerably less support for pooling, with only 27% of women and 32% of men for pooling, 29% of women and 31% of men neutral on pooling, and 44% of women and 37% of men opposed to pooling. See id. Among gay and lesbian couples, there was a strong positive correlation of positive attitudes toward pooling and the length of the relationship: For lesbians together for less than two years, 31% favored pooling; for those together for 2 to 10 years, 40% favored pooling; and for those in relationships more than 10 years, 59% favored pooling. See id. at 95. Among gay men, the corresponding numbers were 35%, 44%, and 68%. See id. The same positive correlation held among the married couples as well but starting from a higher base, with 63% of wives married less than two years favoring pooling and 67% of the husbands. See id.
There is also evidence that people typically overstate the amount of sharing that goes on in their own marriages. As noted earlier, if we allowed income-splitting to the extent of sharing, people would have an incentive to “overreport” the degree of sharing in their marriages. However, Kornhauser argues that even when people are asked about sharing and where (in our terms) there are no consequences to the answer, people do typically exaggerate the amount of sharing occurring in their marriages.\textsuperscript{45} Jan Pahl conducted a study in which she interviewed couples jointly and then separately.\textsuperscript{46} Pahl found wide discrepancies between the amount of pooling described by the couples in joint interviews and in separate interviews.\textsuperscript{47}

The data show widespread support for the idea of pooling, but there has been some controversy over what the significance for tax policy of Blumstein and Schwartz’s results should be. Kornhauser considers the focus on attitudes to be beside the point: If married couples do not share as much as they say they report, then they should not receive the tax advantage of income-splitting.\textsuperscript{48} Lawrence Zelenak disagrees on the grounds that the tax system should reflect people’s widely shared attitudes toward aspects of marriage such as the degree of sharing.\textsuperscript{49} Quite possibly he adopts this view, because under current law there is no way to test couples’ degree of commitment to these positive attitudes toward sharing. As we will see, intermediate filing solves this dilemma: Under intermediate filing, people are allowed a degree of income-splitting that corresponds to the sharing of control, thus satisfying Kornhauser’s objections.\textsuperscript{50} Once people have the opportunity to back up their professions of sharing with actions, Zelenak’s reliance on general attitudes is no longer necessary.

Measuring sharing is very difficult indeed. As is widely recognized, difficulties in measuring actual pooling include privacy concerns, the complexity of the phenomenon, and the multiplicity of interpretations with which the little data available are consistent.\textsuperscript{51} Pahl found that women married to high-income men are less likely to have control over money.

\textsuperscript{45} See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 86-87.
\textsuperscript{46} See PAHL, supra note 41, at 83-84.
\textsuperscript{47} See id.
\textsuperscript{48} See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 86 n.64.
\textsuperscript{49} See Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 349-50.
\textsuperscript{50} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{51} See, e.g., Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 80-84. See also Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 350.
than are women married to lower-income men, and many nonstatistical studies conclude that the husband often enjoys greater consumption within the marriage than does the wife.

For consumption at least, census data can provide partial answers as to the degree of sharing. Zelenak notes that the high percentage of income spent on consumption in basic areas like food and shelter indicates a high degree of shared consumption. However, these data are of limited use. First, while acknowledging the possibility that a high-income husband may spend far more on himself, Zelenak claims (without empirical support) that this is "hardly the norm." Further, although it is true that the data indicate that opportunities for saving (which could more easily be separate) are limited, savings should also include human capital. If one spouse is building up human capital and the other is not, pure joint consumption during the marriage is a far cry from an assurance of long-term sharing. Finally, since control is not unrelated to rights on dissolution, imbalances in human capital may correlate with quite different degrees of control in the spouses even where they jointly consume during the marriage. Control over joint consumption is crucial.

Measuring control is at least as difficult as measuring joint consumption. But very recent economic work points to less than complete sharing of both control and consumption in a variety of societies. If couples pooled their income and control, increases in the wife’s income relative to that of the husband should not alter the family’s consumption pattern, assuming family income remains constant. There should be only an income effect for the family, but no substitution effect based on whose income supplies the family. But increases in the wife’s income relative to that of the husband are associated with an increase in expenditures on restaurant meals, child care, and women’s clothing, and with decreases in expendi-

55. Id. at 352.
56. See id.
57. See infra Part III.E.
tures on alcohol and tobacco. Nor can all of these patterns be explained as increased work-related expenses of the wife. Strikingly, these effects extend to children: Increases in a mother’s control over family resources are associated in some societies with increases in the health, nutrition, and survival chances of the children. The most dramatic of these recent studies is based on a “natural experiment.” After the policy change in the United Kingdom in the late 1970s that moved a substantial child subsidy from the family to the wife, there was strong evidence of a shift towards women’s and children’s clothing and away from men’s clothing. The increased income was in the form of the subsidy, meaning that the shifts toward women’s clothing cannot be explained by requirements of work. This provides evidence that, despite everyday professions in favor of sharing and despite the assumption of family unity in traditional economic models, pooling is far from complete, and, very importantly for intermediate filing, the legal right to income does indeed increase control.

These results should strengthen the increasing skepticism about pooling and marital sharing of control among tax commentators. Kornhauser bases her doubts about sharing on a study that focuses on whether couples deposit earned income into joint or separate bank accounts. Kornhauser takes the depositing of earned income into separate bank accounts as a proxy for nonpooling and in particular nonpooling for purposes of control, but concedes that separate bank accounts could in some cases be mere bookkeeping devices. In a random survey of married people, Kornhauser found that 70% of respondents deposited earned income in separate accounts; in a survey of law students at one law school, 55.6% of married and cohabiting respondents answered that they use separate accounts for depositing earned income. Kornhauser herself takes these as

---

62. See infra Part II.B.3.
63. See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 86.
64. See id. at 82-84; Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 350.
65. See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 86.
low numbers indicating widespread nonpooling. Zelenak finds the numbers to indicate a fairly high degree of pooling: Because a separate account could more easily be considered de facto a joint asset by couples than could a joint account be considered de facto separate, the numbers represent a minimum.

Also, some couples use a combination of joint and separate accounts. This could indicate more pooling, as Zelenak believes, or this could reflect partial pooling. Indeed, in Kornhauser's random survey, fully 21% of the respondents did use a combination of joint and separate accounts, with only 9% using only separate accounts. Again, it is worth emphasizing that pooling may fall anywhere on the spectrum from none to full, and neither pure joint filing nor pure individual filing captures the reality of the intermediate cases.

There is yet another reason to pay more attention to control than to consumption. Utility for the individuals in the marriage is probably a function not just of amounts consumed but also of control. Indeed, this is why notions of taxable well-being, upon which the income tax itself is based, tend to look more toward control rather than consumption. For our purposes, it is particularly interesting that this uneven distribution of benefits within many marriages means that the assumption of equal consumption implied by income-splitting (and joint filing) is off the mark.

If the couple were the only relevant unit for measuring utility (as is often assumed for a variety of reasons), this might not matter. But compare couples A-A' and B-B', in which A shares equally with A', but B and B' consume or control resources very unequally. First of all, these couples are not similarly situated in a manner that will be relevant to the splitting question. The first couple approximates more closely the ideal of a sharing couple that seems to be implied by using married couples as the unit for measuring utility. We can even ask in what relevant sense the nonsharing couple is a married couple. At least, sharing is a defining feature in the model of companionate or equal-partners marriage that underlies the use of the household as the unit of taxation. Second, who actually consumes

66. See id.
68. See Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 350.
69. See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 86-87 nn.65-66.
70. See infra Part II.B.3.
71. See infra Part II.B.1.
or controls the benefits of marriage does matter unless we believe that individual utility within a couple did not matter, which would be reminiscent of the common-law theory of coverture under which women's legal identities merged completely into that of their husbands. This is neither ethically nor economically sensible. Further, if we wish to promote closely integrated, sharing marriages, it is quite appropriate that the tax burden on relatively nonsharing \( B-B' \) will be higher than on relatively sharing couple \( A-A' \). Finally, the degree of sharing that occurs may fall somewhere between the poles of full pooling and nonpooling of income and assets. As we will see, the key is to make sure that couples such as \( B-B' \) can lower their tax burden only to the extent that more sharing actually occurs.

B. MODELS OF MARRIAGE

Models of marriage tend to stress those aspects of marriage characterized by sharing or they emphasize how far actual sharing falls from this ideal. In this section, I will examine various normative and descriptive models of marriage with an eye to how they justify either joint or individual filing. Because the literature on this topic is extensive, I will focus on those aspects of the debate that have led to an acceptance of individual filing, particularly in the feminist tax literature.

As I will argue, the increasing acceptance of individual filing correctly reflects a perceived mismatch between the rhetoric surrounding marriage and the reality of marriage. As noted in the previous section, people generally profess support for more sharing in marriages than actually occurs. This mismatch is then coupled with a belief that, although tax laws can do little to promote equality, we must ensure that they present as few obstacles to married women's economic advancement as possible. Thus, the reality of unequal sharing in marriages justifies individual filing as a least bad alternative, despite its own inaccuracies.

By contrast, in an earlier day, an unquestioned belief that full sharing occurs in marriages similarly led to an acceptance of joint filing.

---


73. See, e.g., McIntyre, *supra* note 2, at 469-71; McIntyre & Oldman, *supra* note 2, at 1578 ("we believe that married couples should be assumed to share their income equally"); *id.* at 1590 ("[E]qual-income couples should pay equal taxes, since each member of the couple will benefit more or less equally from the total available income without regard to the source distribution."). But see, e.g., Louise Dulude, *Taxation of the Spouses: A Comparison of Canadian, American, British, French*
mately, however, this persistent but false assumption that we face a simple choice of joint or individual filing has led to an exaggeration of the abundance or lack of sharing in marriage. Because tax policy commentators generally seek to justify joint or individual filing, the models of marriage chosen have tended to emphasize the extremes of sharing or the lack of it in marriage. However, many marriages exhibit some degree of less-than-complete sharing. Because not all marriages exhibit the extremes of sharing—no sharing or total sharing—the models used to justify individual or joint filing do violence to the diverse reality of marriages. In later sections, I will show that if tax and family law are treated as an integrated whole, we can begin to solve the problems of the mismatch between normative and positive models of marriage.

1. Companionate Marriage and the Partnership Model

The notion of equal sharing in marriage falls under a variety of labels and has led to a surprisingly wide variety of normative prescriptions for family law. First, the idea of the equal-sharing model has a long pedigree, despite the fact it has never been close to being fully practiced during most of its history. Michel Foucault has documented the rise in Western societies of the ideal marriage of equals based on mutual respect, affection, and support—what Richard Posner terms "companionate marriage." More recently, feminists have explored what that theory calls for and how practice falls short of the ideal. Borrowing legal terminology, some have advocated a "partnership" model of marriage. However, this metaphor is sometimes taken as implying a unity of interests in marriage that does not exist, especially in light of less than full sharing in marriages. Interestingly, more recent partnership law does not require a complete unity of

and Swedish Law, 23 OSGOODE HALL L.J. 67, 88 (1985) (disagreeing with this assumption); Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 80-91 (disputing assumption of marital pooling of income). Zelenak believes that couples pool consumption but that income should be taxed to the earner. See Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 348-63. For further discussion, see supra Part II.A.2.

74. See MICHEL FOUCAULT, THE CARE OF THE SELF 72-80, 228-32 (Robert Hurley trans., 1986). See also RICHARD A. POSNER, SEX AND REASON 45 (1992) (discussing Foucault on the rise of what Posner terms "companionate marriage" and defining this term as "marriage between at least approximate equals, based on mutual respect and affection, and involving close and continuous association in child rearing, household management, and other activities").

75. See PEPPER SCHWARTZ, PEER MARRIAGES (1994) (documenting the ideal of a "peer marriage" in which resources and responsibilities are shared and deviation of practice from such an ideal); Marjorie E. Kornhauser, Theory Versus Reality: The Partnership Model of Marriage in Family and Income Tax Law, 69 TEMPLE L. REV. 1413, 1425 (1996) [hereinafter Kornhauser, Partnership Model].

76. See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1414-24.

77. See supra Part II.A.2.
interests among partners. In general, as noted above, we can say that in marriage, as in partnerships, the extent to which the marital partners' interests converge or diverge will differ widely in individual cases. As I will argue, a system tailored to this full diversity and designed to force information disclosure will not lead to the mismatches between rhetoric and reality about which feminists rightly complain.

Many feminists have objected to the partnership model because it does not reflect reality. Criticisms can be divided into two groups. Some accept that the partnership ideal has some merit but that the empty rhetoric of equality winds up providing women and children too little protection and well-being when marriages end. Others find that the partnership model inappropriately "commoditizes" the community of the family. Broadly speaking, two approaches have been taken to remedy the defects in the partnership model: Put teeth into it or discard it. As we will see, the intermediate-filing approach dovetails well with an approach to property division that meets many of these criticisms.

Many feminists seek a reform of marital property and divorce law that would bring legal reality more in line with the rhetoric of the partnership model. Thus, many divorce-reform proposals focus on a more equal division of assets on divorce. Under a more nuanced analogy of divorce law to partnership law, human capital in the spouses, for instance, would be part of the calculation of division on dissolution. Because equal sharing in marriages is not the universal rule, the partnership model as reflected in current law overstates sharing and does nothing to enforce sharing or equality.

78. See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1425 & n.28 (noting that under the 1914 Uniform Partnership Act, partners are prohibited by strict fiduciary duties from "acting in their own self-interest in contrast to the partnership's interest," but that section 404(e) of the Revised Uniform Partnership Act recognizes that the partners' unity of interests is not complete when it provides that a "partner's action in his own self-interest is not a violation of his fiduciary duty per se").


81. See, e.g., Smith, supra note 79; Starnes, supra note 79. See also Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1419-23. For the author's discussion on this subject, see infra Part III.E.

82. See supra Part II.A.2.

83. I will show this overstatement and lack of sharing or equality enforcement in detail below with community property. See infra Part V.A.
Such proposals for reforming the partnership analogy in divorce law are often justified on the basis that default rules should reflect what a majority of contracting parties would have bargained for. Although this may well describe a great number of contractual defaults, particularly in off-the-rack legal forms like partnerships, this is certainly not the only approach to defaults. Later, I will describe how the penalty defaults built into intermediate filing can be used to improve the marital contracting process.84

2. The Contractarian Approach to Family Law

The other major group of feminist commentators would abandon the partnership model. The major competitor of the companionate or partnership model is the contractarian model. The contractarian approach differs from the partnership model by seeking an implicit contract in the marriage rather than looking to off-the-rack rules already set up by the law. In other words, the contractarian approach, rather than looking mechanically to rules about dissolution, asks instead what the parties intended to contract for in the first place. In particular, a partnership model typically seeks to divide up conventional forms of property, which do not include human capital. The contractarian approach, however, might ask what a wife who stays at home or puts a husband through professional school was contracting for.85 Such approaches lead very naturally to a broadening of property division on divorce to include human capital built up during the marriage. If we find that the wife was contracting for a degree of security beyond that implied by equitable distribution of conventional property on divorce, we have some reason to look to human capital to supply the stream of income after divorce that she implicitly contracted for all along.

Some feminists' critiques can be called "contractarian" in only the loosest sense. Some find that family patterns are so unequal to begin with that women are entitled to more than an equal share.86 Most importantly for our purposes, such commentators share with the contractarians a rejection of the unity of interest implied by the partnership model, although they would rest their conclusions less on an implicit bargain than on more general notions of entitlement.87

84. See infra Parts III.D.2 and III.E.
85. See, e.g., Baker, supra note 38, at 1213-25.
87. See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1424.
As we will see, intermediate filing has implications for family law. By providing for "penalty defaults" that the primary earner will have an incentive to contract around, we can improve the bargaining position of women. That is, the inequality that this last-mentioned group of theorists base their entitlements on can be at least partially remedied by changing the rules under which bargaining takes place.

3. Economic Models of Marriage

In a manner roughly like the partnership and contractarian models of marriage, economic models can be divided into those that take the couple as a unity for purposes of utility and welfare analysis, and those models that are based on individual spouses as the locus of utility. Two further distinctions important for us but not consistently made by economic models include: labor in the home versus leisure, and domestic exchange versus altruistic sharing.

One threshold problem with many economic models is that, in seeking a simple take on the question of how households will behave as a whole, they assume away the question of the proper unit for measuring utility and for analyzing decisionmaking. In traditional analysis, families are treated as firms or production functions for purposes of production, and as individuals or utility functions on the consumption side. Theories about individual-choice behavior are then based on a single household utility function. Under the family-unity approach, the family is then often treated as an extension of its head, with the head making the decisions and every one equally well off.

However, when we are concerned with the distribution of goods and utilities within the marriage, we must push the analysis below the family level. Economists who challenge the unitary model theorize the intra-family decision process in several different ways, but these "non-

88. See infra Parts III.D.2 and III.E.
90. See, e.g., Apps & Rees, supra note 40, at 355 (noting that “[w]here policy based studies based on [a household utility function that is that of the head of the household] require specific assumptions about the intra-household distribution of welfare, the common practice is to assume they are all equally well off”).
unitary" theories all allow a number of predictions that would be more difficult to obtain on the unitary model. In particular, individual-utility models easily predict that cross-elasticities of spouses' labor supplies—that is, the sensitivity of the labor supply of one spouse to the real wage of the other spouse—need not be symmetric. Thus, as empirical work has confirmed, wives' labor supply decisions are relatively sensitive to the wage rate of their husbands—the higher the husband's wage, the less labor the wife will supply—whereas husbands' labor supply decisions are relatively unaffected by their wives' wage. Additionally, the sensitivity of the labor supply of married women, particularly those not now working, to the wage rate they face themselves is far higher (though estimates vary) than the sensitivity of married men's labor supply to their own wage rates. A lowering of the wage, which can result from a higher marginal rate of income tax, will reduce a married woman's labor supply proportionately more than a lowering of the wage will tend to reduce a husband's hours of work (who may even work more if the income effect dominates the substitution effect). Although more difficult to study, it seems particularly likely that the impact of the own-wage rate on the decision of

92. See, e.g., MARK R. KILLINGSWORTH, LABOR SUPPLY 36 (1983). In the individual-utility models, cross-substitution effects arise as indirect income effects. See id. at 36-37.

93. See, e.g., id. at 109, 122-23 (collecting "first generation" studies and noting that the results support a cross-substitution elasticity for husbands that is not significantly different from zero, but wives' cross-substitution elasticity is usually significantly positive and in the range of 0.000 to 0.400).

94. See id. at 106-09 (discussing compensated own-substitution labor supplies of women and men), 192-206 (collecting "second-generation" studies and noting that they support an even greater difference between women's compensated own-wage labor-supply elasticities and married men's than did first-generation studies). See also McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 260-62 (collecting studies); Richard Blundell, Labor Supply and Taxation, in THE ECONOMICS OF TAX POLICY 107, 116-23 (Michael P. Devereux ed., 1996). Because estimates of labor-supply elasticity vary and are subject to methodological qualifications, it is hard to say how great the difference is between married men and married women. See Thomas A. Mroz, The Sensitivity of an Empirical Model of Married Women's Hours of Work to Economic and Statistical Assumptions, 55 ECONOMETRICA 765, 795-96 (1987) (noting wide range of estimates and problems with some studies). Even those who criticize some of the elasticity studies do seem to agree that elasticities for married women not already at work are particularly high. See, e.g., Killingsworth & Heckman, supra note 8, at 185-97; Mroz, supra, at 795. Cf. NADA EISSA, TAXATION AND LABOR SUPPLY OF MARRIED WOMEN: THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 AS A NATURAL EXPERIMENT 31 (National Bureau of Econ. Research Working Paper No. 5023, 1995) (noting that for high-income wives, the decision whether to work outside the home is only slightly more elastic than the market-hours decision).

95. See KILLINGSWORTH, supra note 92.
whether to work in the marketplace at all is much higher for married women than for married men.\textsuperscript{96} Thus, when it comes to the behavioral effects of taxation and their associated welfare losses, the effects of the tax system on married women will be more important than those on married men.\textsuperscript{97}

Another simplifying assumption often made in models of the household is that households or their members choose between market labor (used to purchase market goods) on the one hand and "leisure" on the other.\textsuperscript{98} It is true that this assumption of a choice between market labor leading to purchases of consumer goods versus enjoyment of leisure applies to all households and is not unique to the marital context. But this assumption nonetheless does have a large impact on the model of marriage and labor supply. By treating all nonmarket labor as consumption of leisure, the secondary earner is treated as making a decision between these two, rather than between different forms of work, as is often the case. While it is true that we can redefine "leisure" to mean all nonmarket activity, this provides little insight into the trade-offs between different nonmarket activities and between those different nonmarket activities and market-labor supply.

To remedy this problem it is necessary to disaggregate nonmarket-labor activities. Thus, we must adopt something along the lines of Gary Becker's time-allocation model, in which labor supply and consumption decisions are broken down such that the things to choose among and upon which utility depends directly are not market goods and services but activities, or ways to spend time ("commodities" in Becker's original terminology).\textsuperscript{99} Crucially, individuals choose to consume or produce these "commodities." To produce them, the individual uses as inputs her own time and market goods (or services). This production is captured by household production functions, the key innovation of Becker's approach.\textsuperscript{100} The time-allocation approach has proven more useful when there is a need to analyze nonmarket production (as opposed to market

\textsuperscript{96} See id. at 442; sources cited supra note 94. Studying the participation decision is somewhat more difficult than the decision on how many hours to work, because data on the wage rate facing those who are not working is more difficult to obtain.

\textsuperscript{97} See infra Part III.D.

\textsuperscript{98} See, e.g., KILLINGSWORTH, supra note 92, at 1-28; WALTER NICHOLSON, MICROECONOMIC THEORY: BASIC PRINCIPLES AND EXTENSIONS 737-59 (6th ed. 1995).


\textsuperscript{100} See id. at 496.
production). Because nonmarket production and even nonmarket exchange is crucial in what follows, the time-allocation approach will be a natural place to start the efficiency analysis.

In the following discussion, it will be important to distinguish not only nonmarket production from "leisure," but also gift-giving or altruism from marital exchange. Income-splitting could occur for either or both reasons. If the primary earner derives utility from the secondary earner's enjoyment of resources, then the primary earner can gain utility by sharing with the secondary earner altruistically. The more utility the primary earner derives from the sharing, the more the utility-maximizing primary earner will share. As is often noted, there is nothing in the utility-maximization model that precludes altruistic preferences. On the other hand, even a primary earner not so altruistically inclined might engage in a (nonmarket) exchange with the secondary earner. For instance, the husband will share income in return for the domestic labor of the wife. As mentioned earlier, for both feminist and efficiency reasons, we must be careful not to let the tax system increase the attractiveness of such an arrangement relative to a no-tax world. Both joint filing and even individual filing allow nonmarket marital exchange to escape tax altogether.

4. An Analysis of Income-Splitting as Gift and Exchange

Marital sharing can be regarded as gift-giving and exchange. Although gifts and exchanges are treated quite differently under the Internal Revenue Code, purely altruistic gift-giving and completely hard-nosed exchange are more realistically regarded as forming two poles of a continuum. Indeed, to French sociologist and anthropologist Marcel Mauss in his famous 1925 cross-cultural analysis of the institution of gift-giving, the essence of gift-giving is the indefinitely continuing cycle of gift, return gift, and counter-return gift. Mauss found that what previous anthropologists had described as voluntary, spontaneous, and disinterested gift-giving with no expectation of return was actually quite the opposite. Mauss believed that gift-giving could constitute a very special form of re-


103. See infra Part III.D.1

lationship-building exchange—a "total social phenomenon" in Mauss' terms—involving three mutually reinforcing obligations of giving, receiving, and repaying.\textsuperscript{105} In any event, gift-giving can range from unconditional to quite conditional (Mauss' systems), to pure exchange with no "gift" element at all.\textsuperscript{106}

Although such a spectrum seems quite plausible, both the Internal Revenue Code and the law generally tend to classify transfers either as gifts or exchanges. Importantly, the rules that apply to gifts and those that govern exchanges are very different, and the classification thus carries with it often dramatic consequences. Thus, in property law the criteria for a valid gift are different from the requirements for an enforceable agreement in contract law. Contract law generally excepts donative promises from legal enforcement under the doctrine of "consideration."

Sharing of income within a marriage can be analogized to gifts and exchanges. In a marriage, the husband and wife exchange a variety of services and property.\textsuperscript{107} Many of these services bear a somewhat misleading resemblance to imputed income. These services, when performed for oneself, are imputed income. However, if they are performed for another in exchange for income they are not imputed income. If, on the other hand, the services are "donated" to the other spouse, they can be thought of as a gift of imputed income. As is well known, imputed income is not taxed for various reasons, including administrative difficulties and popular perceptions.\textsuperscript{108} Maritally exchanged domestic services are also not taxed and this nontaxation contributes to a false similarity between such services and true imputed income.

Taking the gift analogy first, if we focus on "regular" income and its uses, we could treat the contribution of income by one spouse to the other like a gift. I do not mean that such a transfer really is a gift, and, as mentioned, the secondary earner may well be providing services to the household in return for financial security.\textsuperscript{109} This should come as no surprise,

105. \textit{Id.} at 1.


107. Dependents change the situation as between the spouses only if one spouse is taking greater financial responsibility for the child. \textit{See infra} Part V.

108. \textit{See supra} notes 7, 20, and accompanying text.

109. \textit{See} Baker, \textit{supra} note 38, at 1206-13 (analyzing marriage as involving a bargain of services for financial security).
because the notion of gift-giving itself is not incompatible with mutual transfer; indeed, cross-culturally, many long-term gift-giving relationships may best be seen as protracted exchange relationships, as Mauss would recognize. There is little reason to think that analyzing marital sharing as gift-giving implies a one-way street.

Instead, the analysis in terms of a gift will serve two purposes. First, granting that the view of marital sharing as a gift quite often exaggerates the contribution of the primary earner, we should be careful to prevent the Code from treating the primary earner even better still. In other words, the Code should not treat the primary earner as conferring an even larger gift than even the rosiest view of the sharing would justify.

Of equal importance is the fact that analyzing marital sharing as gift-giving furnishes some insight into the assumptions lurking behind treatments of the income-splitting problem that do not tax imputed income (or domestically traded services). That is, even granting that some mismeasurement will flow from the nontaxation of imputed income, we can use the gift analysis to discover which approach to "taxable well-being" motivates the Code's approach to family taxation and the various suggested alternatives.110

When A gives value gratuitously to B, there are three possible approaches to taxing the transfer. First, the donor could receive a deduction for the amount donated and the donee would pay tax. Second, both the donor and the donee might be taxed on the transferred amount. Or, third, the donor but not the donee might be taxed on the amount.

The first possibility, taxing the donee but not the donor, corresponds to a "standard-of-living" approach to measuring income.111 Consider two parent-child pairs A-A' and B-B'. A and B start off with the same wealth but A saves and makes a bequest to A'. B consumes her wealth. The children consume everything they have. On a "standard-of-living" measure, the pairs should pay roughly the same tax, because A' is just consuming what A did not consume.112 A should pay less tax and A' should pay higher tax.

The "ability-to-pay," or what I will term the "strong-control" view, would lead to taxing A as well as A' on the amount A transfers to A', be-

110. Later on, we will be in a better position to understand what approaches to measuring income are implicit in the various splitting proposals.
112. See id. at 34.
cause the gift itself is an exercise of the ability to pay. A' also has an ability to pay greater than that of B' corresponding to the value of the gift A' receives from A. On the ability-to-pay approach, the pair A-A' should pay more tax than the pair B-B'.

The treatment of gifts under current tax law exemplifies the third approach, taxing the donor but not the donee. As between the pairs A-A' and B-B', this corresponds to a "rough" reverse standard-of-living approach, because like the straight standard-of-living measure, it taxes the pairs A-A' and B-B' equally, ignoring for the moment the effects of progressive rates. But, unlike the straight standard-of-living approach, the reverse standard-of-living treatment of the pairs mismeasures the standard of living of the members of each pair, because the donor pays tax on more than she consumes and the donee pays less.

Alternatively, this treatment of the donor-donee pairs under the Code can be regarded as a "weak-control" approach to the taxation of gifts. Under what I term the "weak-control" approach, the donor is regarded as exercising an ability to pay, but the donee is not. By contrast, under Henry Simons' view (the "strong" view), we would find control (and a corresponding increase in ability to pay tax) in both the donor and the donee. The strong- and weak-control theories diverge in the consequences for the donee: Does the donee have "control" over the resources after the gift and a corresponding ability to pay tax? Although it is true that we may have more assurance of control on the part of the donor—after all, the donor chose to make the gift—it seems likely that donees have "control" in a good many cases. Thus, to the extent that the Code's provisions on gifts are motivated by policy, the Code either reflects a rough reverse standard-of-living approach or a "weak-control" theory of ability to pay. And, given the closeness of the many policy choices—two versions of control versus consumption, ability to pay versus two versions of standard of living—it may be that the relative administrative ease of taxing donors over taxing donees is the decisive reason for the present system of only taxing donors. It would not be entirely surprising to find that the Code is an uneasy compromise between a dominant ability-to-pay theory based on con-
trol\textsuperscript{118} and some form of standard-of-living theory based on consumption lurking in the shadows.

On the analogy to gift-giving, income-splitting can be viewed as the transfer of one half of the increment of the primary earner’s income over that of the secondary earner.\textsuperscript{119} Assume for the moment only earned income (ignoring for now income from property), and consider two sets of spouses. \(A\) earns \$100 and \(A'\) earns \$50. \(B\) and \(B'\) each earn \$75. Income-splitting is like a transfer of \$25 (= \((100 - 50)/2\)) from \(A\) to \(A'\). On the three approaches to taxing transfers, one could tax \(A'\) but not \(A\) on the \$25 transferred, tax both, or tax \(A\) but not \(A'\). The first is the income-splitting result that conventional joint filing leads to, and, as we have just seen, it corresponds to the straight standard-of-living measure of income. Thus, conventional joint filing seems to rely implicitly on the standard-of-living approach.

This in itself is quite interesting, because the income tax is generally thought to reflect an ability-to-pay theory. Thus, we have already shown that viewing the spouses in a married couple as individuals reveals joint filing as an exception to the Code’s general approach.

The treatment that does correspond to the ability-to-pay or strong-control view is the “double-taxation” variant, under which \(A\) would pay tax on \$100 and \(A'\) would pay tax on \$75 (= \$50 + \$25). In other words, both would pay tax on half the increment of the primary earner’s income over that of the secondary earner (here \$25). The primary earner is exercising the ability to pay by transferring wealth to the secondary earner, who, as a result, has an increased ability to pay. This “double” method of taxing gifts was advocated by Simons outside the marital context\textsuperscript{120} but has not found many adherents.

The last approach would tax the primary earner on his or her full income but not the secondary earner on the amount transferred. This would be in accord with current law preventing assignments of earned income from affecting choice of taxpayer,\textsuperscript{121} and it is also the method used for treating gifts under the current income tax, which corresponds to the rough reverse standard-of-living measure or, alternatively, the weak-control the-

\textsuperscript{118} The concept of income itself is usually regarded as incorporating a view that taxation should follow ability to pay. This theory is implemented by looking to control to find income (and hence ability to pay). See generally Graetz & Schenk, supra note 32, at 31.

\textsuperscript{119} Later I will consider the implications of taking a more realistic view of the amount of sharing that really takes place. See infra Parts II.C and V.

\textsuperscript{120} See Simons, supra note 117, at 125-47.

\textsuperscript{121} See infra Part IV.
Such double taxation (of both donor and recipient) might be viewed as protecting progressivity, since an earner cannot shift income to another individual in a lower bracket. But it only does so at the price of some mismeasurement of income on the standard-of-living approach, or it requires us to adopt the less plausible weak, as opposed to strong, theory of control. Individual filing thus reflects the rough reverse standard-of-living or the weak-control measures of income.

With a few possible exceptions, most commentators do not advocate an explicit marriage penalty. For present purposes, I interpret "marriage penalty" to mean any increment in taxes for a married individual over what that person would owe as a single individual with the same income. Whether or not this is really a penalty certainly depends on whether or not the benefits of marriage outweigh the burdens. As a first approximation, I will assume that they do, since some people do become and stay married, although the costs of getting divorced are a factor once people are married.

On a standard-of-living measure that takes into account all aspects of individual utility, we would expect a higher tax on married couples. However, since the added benefit comes from nonmonetary transfers, consumer surplus, and "economies of scale," measuring standard of living in a marriage by household monetary income will not lead to this result. On the other hand, the ability-to-pay measure focuses on the monetary transfer and suggests ability to pay in the primary earner corresponding to that of a single individual with the same income, and an ability to pay in the secondary earner corresponding to the sum of the transferred amount and any other income earned by the secondary earner. This would drive the income for tax purposes higher relative to the income of two corresponding singles earning the same respective amounts.

Individual filing corresponds to the rough reverse standard-of-living measure or the "weak-control" version of the ability-to-pay approach in the area of gifts. Separate filing would tax the primary earner, but not the secondary earner, on any extra income shared with the secondary earner. If sharing is occurring, then the secondary earner's standard of living is underestimated. Separate filing would not lead to a marriage (or singles)

122. See BRADFORD, supra note 111, at 34-35.
123. See infra Part III.D.1.
124. As discussed above, many of these so-called "economies of scale" are best analyzed as something else, such as public goods within the marriage. See supra notes 18-20 and accompanying text.
penalty, unless intrafamily gifts additionally were taxed to the donee (which they are not).

Joint filing with full income-splitting corresponds to the standard-of-living measure, as seen earlier. If the couple is taken axiomatically as the unit for calculating utility, then this measure has some initial plausibility, but the assumption that the family is the relevant unit for calculating utility is itself problematic.  

Furthermore, we should be concerned about the distribution of utility within the marriage and the incentives on the individual that taxing it (or not) creates. If so, then the case for income-splitting is far less clear. In addition to the well-known disincentive for the secondary earner to work, we may ask whether as much wealth—or more accurately, as much wealth as would be a good index to well-being—is really being transferred as is implied by income-splitting under joint filing. If half the increment of the primary earner’s income over the secondary earner’s income were really a gift with nothing in return, full splitting would be consistent with viewing the transfer as a gift.

But there is good reason to believe that half the increment is not a pure gift. The primary earner may enjoy a degree of control and power that makes the transfer less than complete. Thus, on full splitting, the donee/secondary earner’s income comes out too high and the donor/primary earner’s income is treated as too low. The secondary earner as an individual thus faces a marriage penalty. In sum, even on a very rough scale, it is doubtful that either individual filing or full splitting necessarily captures the standard of living or the ability to pay of the individuals in the marriage.

Now consider the possibility of an exchange within the marriage of services for income. Many commentators have pointed out that what occurs in a marriage is better likened to a (nonmarket) exchange rather than to a gift, and an entire “exchange theory” of marriage and many other social relations has developed within sociology and only more recently in economics. Keeping in mind that gifts and exchanges form a contin-

125. See Hurley, supra note 2, at 168-80.
127. For a discussion of the “exchange theory” in the sociology context, see, e.g., Peter M. Blau, Exchange and Power in Social Life 88 (1964); Letha Scanzoni & John Scanzoni, Men, Women, and Change: A Sociology of Marriage and Family 10-11 (1976); Note, supra note 23, at 373-76 (surveying exchange theory literature in relation to marital income pooling). For a study that incorporates marital exchange of spousal labor in Gary Becker’s marriage market framework, see
uum, these commentators can be regarded as arguing that the flow of
services, property, and money-income within marriages falls further to-
towards the exchange end of the spectrum than is commonly thought. Some
may object to the label "exchange" in the context of marriage, but when it
comes to analyzing the behavioral effects of taxation on the couple, it is
worthwhile to consider the possibility of an exchange-like relation.

In an ordinary exchange, the Internal Revenue Code taxes both par-
ticipants. If A purchases a haircut from B, A pays B for the haircut out of
after-tax income because there is no deduction for the cost of the haircut;
even if it were necessary to A's job to have short hair, the haircut would
variably be found inherently personal and thus nondeductible. The
provider of the service is taxed on the income (the gross receipts minus
costs) derived from the transaction. Thus in the haircut example, B, the
barber or stylist, would be taxed on what A paid minus the costs of doing
business. Marital exchange, by contrast, is not taxed: The provider of the
services is not taxed.

But it will be worthwhile to consider how marital
exchange would be taxed if it were treated like a market exchange.

In the marital context, if the primary earner can "share" income with
the secondary earner in return for domestic services, then the Internal
Revenue Code's treatment of exchanges would, if it applied, dictate taxing
the primary earner on the income and taxing the secondary earner on the
receipt of the shared income. This looks very much like Simon's double-
taxation approach to nonmarital gifts discussed earlier. A natural ques-
tion arises about the costs of rendering the services. Because the domestic
labor is done both as a self-rendered service for the secondary earner her-
sell and as a service for the primary earner, the costs would be partly per-
sonal and partly "business." One might object that any service for the
couple is personal, but the danger here is to fall into the assumption that
the couple (as a unity) is the only experiencer of utility. In examining the
exchange analogy it is far from clear that the unitary model is appropriate.

Clothing, personal grooming, and the like are deemed "inherently personal" even when
the taxpayer can point to a business necessity for the item. See, e.g., Pevsner v. Commissioner, 628
F.2d 467 (5th Cir. 1980) (denying deduction for Yves Saint Laurent clothing for a taxpayer who was a
store manager required to wear the expensive clothing on the job but who never wore it after-hours
because, according to the taxpayer, it was too extravagant for her lifestyle). See generally GRAETZ &
SCHENK, supra note 32, at 70-71.
129. The recipient of the services—the transferor of the cash—gets no deduction and so pays out
of after-tax income, as in the market case.
130. See supra text accompanying note 120.
On the other hand, to the extent that some of the costs are public goods or give rise to a personal benefit to both spouses individually, any deduction of items by the secondary spouse would be an inappropriate deduction of personal expenses. Furthermore, because many expenses of working in the marketplace—grooming, working clothes, commuting—are deemed inherently personal under current law, deductions for "business expenses" in the home-labor context would lead to even more of a tax-favored status for domestic labor than under current law. I return to these questions in Part III.E below.

Neither joint nor individual filing treats marital sharing as it would a market exchange. Under joint filing, only the recipient spouse in effect is taxed on the shared income. The sharing lowers the couple's rates further below what the primary earner would face as an individual and raises it further above what the secondary earner would face as an individual. With individual filing, the primary earner is taxed on the shared income but the recipient spouse is not. Thus, the domestic services are paid for out of after-tax dollars but the income earned (in the form of "shared" income) in return for the domestic services is not taxed to the wife.

Commentators often lump this under the heading of "imputed" income and invoke the impossibility of taxing imputed income as a justification for not worrying further about the incentive effects. Even those writing from a feminist point of view usually stop at advocating individual filing (to solve the stacking problem) without worrying much whether we are still favoring domestic labor over market labor of women and what might be done about it. Especially if the wife is exchanging domestic labor for shared income in a nonmarket transaction, it is likely that this way of earning income will be a close substitute for market labor. If so, then the unequal tax treatment of labor in a market exchange and in a marital exchange, with the latter heavily favored, can be expected to induce a shift towards domestic labor by women even under individual filing.

131. Even commuting expenses that would not arise but for job requirements have been held to be inherently personal. See, e.g., McCabe v. Commissioner, 688 F.2d 102 (2d Cir. 1982) (denying deduction for extra gas and toll expenses to a New York City policeman who lived in New York State and was required to carry his gun at all times but could not get a gun permit in New Jersey even though he needed to drive around New Jersey to commute to work); Treas. Reg. § 1.162-2(e) (1960) (stipulating commuting expenses as nondeductible); Rev. Rul. 75-380, 1975-2 C.B. 59, 60 (allowing deduction only for additional commuting expenses necessary to get work implements to and from work, and giving an example where only the cost of renting a trailer to carry tools but not extra gas would be deductible). See also Commissioner v. Flowers, 326 U.S. 465 (1946) (denying deduction to taxpayer who commuted from Jackson, Mississippi, and worked in Mobile, Alabama). But cf. Pollei v. Commissioner, 877 F.2d 838 (10th Cir. 1989) (allowing deduction for commuting expenses for police officers who were engaged in their jobs while driving to and from the stationhouse).
Thus, if marital sharing is more like a gift, individual filing accords with the current tax treatment of gifts, but joint filing reflects a very plausible approach to gifts, the standard-of-living approach. Indeed, since the reason for taxing gift-givers but not recipients under the Code may be a practical rather than policy-based one, joint filing cannot be said to be inconsistent with marital sharing as a gift. If, on the other hand, marital sharing is regarded as part of an exchange, then neither individual nor joint filing treats sharing appropriately. Even individual filing, heavily favored by those concerned with women's incentives to work outside the home, treats marital exchange far more favorably than labor by a secondary earner in the marketplace.

C. JOINT AND INDIVIDUAL FILING AND “MARRIAGE NEUTRALITY”

Because rhetoric does not always match reality and because people tend to deceive themselves and others about their true level of support for sharing, there is a gulf between normative and descriptive models of marriage. It is generally believed that tax law can do little to move us toward equal-sharing marriages and we therefore must choose a tax law that reflects the nonsharing reality—namely, individual filing. This conclusion is too hasty.

Individual filing leads to couples with the same household income paying different tax. As we will see, this may not be so problematic if the different tax on those couples reflects genuine differences between them in the degree of sharing. Because individual filing does not calibrate tax to the amount of sharing, for the most part it is unlikely that individual filing makes sensible distinctions among couples. Joint filing, on the other hand, leads to a singles penalty if couples are in effect permitted to each pay half the tax on total household income at singles rates (by doubling the size of the brackets). I will call this “pure” joint filing. A different “harsh” form of joint filing applies the singles rates to total household income as if only one spouse earned it all. Such a system leads to steep marriage penalties. The present system combines a bit of both pure and harsh joint filing, because it features special rates that lead to a marriage penalty for some and a marriage bonus for others. That is, some people pay more tax than they would collectively as two singles and some couples pay less than they would outside marriage.

132. Unless otherwise indicated, I use the term “joint filing” to mean pure joint filing.
133. See supra note 9.
134. For data on the present system, see CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, supra note 10, at 24.
Both the stacking effect and the marriage penalty under current joint filing are generally thought to be significant at all income levels. For those who face the penalty at the lowest income levels, the marriage penalty stemming from the phase-out of the Earned Income Tax Credit is likely not to push women out of the labor force because women's earned income is so needed, but rather to exert a pressure in favor of not being married.\textsuperscript{135} For middle-income women, the "stacking" effect from the joint return makes working outside the home less attractive,\textsuperscript{136} and for those upper-income women who are secondary earners, the stacking effect is thought to be significant.\textsuperscript{137}

Based on the spectrum of marriages from those involving little sharing to those that are quite sharing, we should be skeptical that either joint or individual filing (or the present system) takes sharing adequately into account. If sharing is relevant to the proper tax treatment of couples, then neither one-size-fits-all system is likely to be satisfactory: Neither joint nor individual filing reflects the degree of sharing in the full range of marriages, and neither does anything to enforce the degree of sharing they presuppose.

\textbf{III. A RATIO FOR MARITAL INCOME-SPLITTING}

I turn now to a system for determining how much income-splitting to allow that reflects sharing. Examining how such a system would work serves as an analytical tool to see the role that sharing plays in the choice of whom to tax. Any ratio based on actual sharing appears to pose tremendous problems of measurement and significant incentives to overreport sharing. However, a self-assessment mechanism that ties the ratio of splitting for income-tax purposes to the ratio used for splitting property (broadly defined) on divorce can solve these and a variety of other problems as well.

\textsuperscript{135} See, e.g., McCaffery, \textit{supra} note 2, at 83-84, 194; Zelenak, \textit{Tax and the Married Woman}, \textit{supra} note 67, at 1023, 1040-41.

\textsuperscript{136} See, e.g., McCaffery, \textit{supra} note 2, at 150-54. That these behavioral effects are substantial is not a universally held view. On why intermediate filing meets some of the skepticism about these behavioral effects, see infra Part III.D.4.

\textsuperscript{137} See, e.g., McCaffery, \textit{supra} note 2, at 154-59. Many upper-income women may not be secondary earners, which may explain why many of them have jobs in the marketplace despite the severity of the stacking effect. See Zelenak, \textit{Tax and the Married Woman}, \textit{supra} note 67, at 1023 & nn.12-13. Also, some high-income women may work in the marketplace for nonmonetary reasons. See McCaffery, \textit{supra} note 2, at 159.
A. Fractional Splitting

Ideally, we might like to allow splitting to the extent that the spouse with fewer resources really has control. That is, we would measure sharing within a marriage and allow income-splitting on the basis of how much actual sharing is occurring. However, control and sharing are virtually impossible to measure, and legal relations may not give a good picture of who really controls the resources in a family. As we will see, tax law has long included a "control" test but one based on a very different and far less adequate notion of legal control. A spouse can have a legal right to control and not exercise it, and, more importantly, legal control as currently defined need not have long-term bite. Even in community property, there is no assurance of longer-term control by any given spouse because property can be labeled "community property" but subsequently transmuted back to separate property.

To allow splitting on the basis of the amount of sharing is a form of fractional splitting, because the sharing may fall anywhere on the spectrum from no sharing to full sharing. We might ask whether to allow fractional splitting on the basis of legal support obligations: The lower-earning spouse would be taxed an amount corresponding to what the higher-earning spouse could be required to provide as support. The problem with using legal support obligations in this manner is that more or less sharing may take place than is legally required. Furthermore, legal support obligations are very minimal and less than adequate to protect the secondary earner’s legitimate expectations of benefit from marriage. Support obligations therefore are quite inaccurate as a proxy for the degree of sharing occurring in more-than-minimally sharing marriages. Also, as we will see, a formula for income-splitting based on a view of minimal sharing does little to encourage the level of sharing that remains the ideal that motivates income-splitting proposals in the first place.

138. See infra Part V.A.1.
139. See infra Part V.A.2.
140. Boris Bittker notes this possibility in passing. See Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1422. For further discussion of why this would not be as desirable as the intermediate-filing system proposed here, see infra Part V.B.
141. The purpose of alimony was to maintain the marital standard of living in two households to the extent possible, but alimony was neither generous nor easy to collect. See Homer H. Clark, Jr., The Law of Domestic Relations in the United States § 16.4 (2d ed. 1987).
142. See Baker, supra note 38, at 1206-13, 1220-27 (criticizing current law as inadequate to protect women’s bargained-for expectation of security from marriage and proposing alternative contract-based measures).
Using legal support obligations as a basis for fractional income-splitting is a lot like using the category of community property itself. Both support obligations and the community-property classification are theoretically about how to divide assets and income on divorce, but both are not necessarily a good guide to sharing and control in a marriage. The legal title and right to control in community-property or common-law regimes do not necessarily reflect the real control or power and consumption patterns within the marriage.

I argue that asking what existing family law or property law category may serve as the basis for income-splitting is backwards. Rather than facing the inadequate menu of choices from family law and property law, we may turn the inquiry around: How do we ensure that a basis for the income-split for tax purposes is respected for other purposes such that splitting will reflect sharing?

B. A SELF-ASSESSED RATIO

Instead of allowing splitting to the extent of legal support obligations, we would do better to ensure that the amount used for income-splitting in the tax area is really shared. I propose a system of individual filing with the opportunity to opt into any degree of splitting, subject to possible limits. If couples did nothing, they would be subject to individual filing, and I return to exactly what this would entail in Part III.F below. For now, I will concentrate on couples who opt out of individual filing and into some degree of income-splitting.

The degree of splitting would depend on a ratio negotiated by the spouses that would govern not only income-splitting for taxation but also property division on divorce. Thus, if the ratio negotiated were 50/50, then half the total household income would be taxed to each spouse, and they would enjoy full splitting of both income from services and income from property. On divorce, property, including the fruits of human capital, would also be divided 50/50. If, on the other hand, the couple negotiated a 60/40 ratio, then the primary earner would be taxed on 60% of total

143. On the possible limits, see infra notes 165-71 and accompanying text.
144. Along with most proponents of individual filing, I am assuming that the individual-filing default would use the same rates for married couples as for singles. No attempt is made here to provide for taxation of marital economies of scale. Cohabitating singles enjoy many of the same economies of scale, making special treatment in the case of married couples less desirable than it might have been in an earlier era. Modifications to the system proposed here could be made to reflect economies of scale if so desired.
145. Intermediate filing solves some of the well-known difficulties in handling human capital in the context of divorce. See infra Part III.E.
household income, and the secondary earner on 40%. This couple, and the
primary earner in particular, enjoys less splitting but on divorce, property
would be divided 60/40.

This self-assessed ratio system can be illustrated by a return to the
familiar cases. In Cohen's Case 3, C and C' are married with C earning
$20,000 and C' earning $0.\textsuperscript{146} Now let us break this case into two scenar-
ios. In the first, C shares control and consumption of $10,000, and nego-
tiates a 50/50 ratio under intermediate filing. This means that one half of
the couple's total income is taxed to each spouse, and correspondingly, a
50/50 ratio will be used for property division on divorce. Now consider a
second scenario in which C shares only $8,000 with C' and negotiates a
60/40 ratio. With this ratio, intermediate filing will lead to taxation of
$12,000 to C and $8,000 to C', and this same 60/40 ratio would be used on
divorce. Under progressive rates then, C in the scenario with a 60/40 ratio
of sharing and property division ratio faces a higher tax and a higher mar-
ginal rate than does the primary earner in the 50/50 scenario. Likewise,
the 60/40 household pays more tax than the 50/50 household. But what if
the less-sharing C of the second scenario negotiated a 50/50 ratio under
intermediate filing? In that case, C's taxes would be lower but on divorce
C' would get 50% of the property, including at least the fruits of human
capital built up in either spouse during the marriage.\textsuperscript{147} Furthermore, un-
der a no-fault system, C' will always be free to walk away with the money.
In effect, the intermediate-filing system would mandate that sharing ac-
tually occur if the couple as a whole, and the primary earner in particular,
pays the lower tax associated with the ideal of greater sharing.

Notice that this treatment of Cohen's Case 3 makes sense when the
unequally earning couple in Case 3 is compared with the equally earning
married couple in Case 4 (D-D', in which each earns $10,000). In Case 4,
D and D' can negotiate a 50/50 ratio. This case can be broken down into
two scenarios as well. Assume first that D and D' share. Then they will
negotiate a 50/50 ratio to govern taxation and property division on divorce.
As far as sharing is concerned, they are similarly situated to C-C' in the
first scenario above. The equal treatment of C-C' and D-D' under the
sharing scenarios makes sense. Now consider a second scenario under
Case 4 in which D has much more separate property than D' and has no
intention of sharing it on divorce. In that case, D may well have to nego-
tiate a less equal ratio, such as 60/40, and he will be taxed on 60% of all
household income (both earned and property income); D' will be taxed

\textsuperscript{146} See supra note 1 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{147} On human capital, see infra notes 244-53 and accompanying text.
only on 40%. D will face a higher marginal rate than he would have under either joint or individual filing, and the system will give D an incentive to share with D' in order to lower his average and marginal rates. Under joint filing, the split is mandated and extra sharing is not rewarded by lower taxes—there is no marginal benefit in taxation from more sharing with D'. Under individual filing, there is likewise no extra benefit of lower rates from sharing earned income with D'. With respect to property income, it is notoriously easy to make D' appear to be the owner of the asset (and hence taxed at lower rates) but let D retain actual ownership even on divorce.148 Thus, only intermediate filing rewards extra units of sharing with extra lowering of taxes.

Some major advantages of intermediate filing are immediately apparent. Not only does the system use a reasonable proxy for sharing and more closely fits the "sharing" rationale for lower taxes in marriage, but it also gives the economically better-off spouse an incentive to share. Relations in the marriage, the distribution of power, and the incentives for investment all take place in the shadow of the divorce rules. How willing the wealthier spouse is to give up rights on divorce may be a rough proxy to how much power-sharing is going on.149 Unlike with community property's free transmutation rules, the spouse with more bargaining power cannot make side-deals to retain de facto control.150 Such side-deals can be regarded as the sale of a tax-shelter opportunity.151 Little or no sharing may be going on, but in order to lower his taxes, the primary earner can arrange—in return for some benefit to the secondary earner up to the amount of the tax advantage—for the fictitious appearance of ownership by the secondary earner.152 This is not the type of marital sharing that is

148. See infra Part V.A.

149. For a theoretical model from which one can derive this conclusion, see Grossbard-Shechtman, supra note 127, at 54-83 (deriving the conclusion that factors that increase women's "quasi-wage" for domestic labor are likely to increase women's consumption, power, and control within marriage).

150. For example, the spouse with more bargaining cannot negotiate to get the other spouse to agree to transmute separate property into community property for a time and transmute it back at the end of five years. See infra Part V.A.

151. Although "abusive tax shelter" is a value-loaded term, it is generally appropriate where "any investment or transaction . . . produces a tax savings greater than that which would be appropriate given its economic income or loss." Graetz & Schenk, supra note 32, at 392. For famous examples of deduction-selling tax shelters, see, e.g., Frank Lyon Co. v. United States, 435 U.S. 561 (1978) (use of sale-leaseback transaction in attempt to transfer deductions); Estate of Franklin v. Commissioner, 544 F.2d 1045 (9th Cir. 1976) (real estate tax shelter involving inter alia shift of depreciation deductions).

152. For example, if husband H faces a 40% marginal rate and his wife W faces a marginal rate of 20%, then appearing to share $100 with W would save H $20. H could pay W anywhere between $0 and $20 for this opportunity with the understanding that the income or property really remains his
supposed to happen in marriage, and the ostensible sharing is in such cases far less than actual sharing. Instead, such an arrangement bears a great resemblance to tax shelters that involve the sale of deductions. In such cases of false sharing, the most income-splitting we should recognize for tax purposes would be the sharing of what I call the "tax-shelter fee."  

By using the ratio across the board for both earned and property income alike, intermediate filing, like joint filing and unlike individual filing, also removes incentives to manipulate the appearances of ownership. The removal of the "tax-shelter" opportunities just noted would lead to greater equity between those with property income and those with earned income, with a corresponding efficiency advantage in removing the distortionary practice of favoring property income over earned income. By removing the incentive to manipulate the appearances of ownership, much greater simplicity can be achieved; there is no longer a need to protect against unfairness and revenue loss by waging a futile war against couples' efforts to game the system. By contrast, individual-filing systems generally tax the owner of an asset, and enormous problems of revenue loss and unfairness result from the gamesmanship in the designation of asset ownership.

More generally, there is a sense in which the splitting ratio would define the rights of the spouses. An important element of each spouse's individual ownership is what each spouse could take on divorce. The splitting ratio would then resemble the part of a partnership agreement that determines each partner's share on break-up where, under the agreement, each partner has a unilateral right to terminate. Although we could (under his control). The more bargaining power $H$ has, the greater the portion of the $20$ gain he will be able to capture. Also, there is some risk that $H$ and $W$ will divorce before the fake arrangement can be switched back. This risk will diminish the amount $H$ is willing to pay, making $W$ even worse off. Moreover, if legal trappings such as title can be switched easily, this is not an insurmountable problem to such arrangements. On the problem of "ingratitude" and defection, see infra Part VI.

153. Such a scenario gains further plausibility in light of anecdotal evidence that some two-earner couples are asking their tax preparers to calculate what each spouse would owe individually in order to divide refunds or to determine responsibility for underpayments. See Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 350 n.54 (citing Ellen E. Schultz, How to Split the Tax Bill with Your Spouse, WALL ST. J., Mar. 31, 1993, at C1). As Zelenak notes, such couples "are rejecting in the most radical way possible, the pooling assumption underlying the joint-return system." Id. at 351 n.54. Couples who can go to such lengths can easily be imagined engaging in the tax-shelter games envisioned in the text.

154. Thus, in the example given supra in note 152, suppose that $H$ pays a "fee" of $7 to gain the tax advantage of $20. We should count $7, not $20, as the amount shared. Respecting the outward forms of ownership in this case overstates sharing by $13 or almost 200%.

155. The old Uniform Partnership Act reflected a stronger notion of unity of interests than does the Revised Uniform Partnership Act, which does not make all self-interested actions violations of fiduciary duty. See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1420-21. Much of the criticism
imagine additional rights to enforce a bargain without break-up, and although some value will be lost in a break-up, the right to take by calling for dissolution does strengthen the hand of the holder of that right. A recent study described below suggests that increasing women's legal entitlement over monetary income increases their control and consumption within the marriage. The proper comparison then is sharing of consumption without the right to take a corresponding proportional share of assets (including human capital) on divorce and the sharing of marital resources with such a right (as under intermediate filing). Thus, to a certain extent, each spouse's ownership rights would be determined by the agreed splitting ratio. Of course, because property law and family law are mostly matters of state law, some coordination between the federal and state levels may be required.

Furthermore, if the fractional income-splitting applies to all marital income, both from services and from property, some troublesome aspects of current law may be avoided as well. Even more problematic than transmutations in community-property systems are assignments of income from property that satisfy the formal requirements as transfers of property but that furnish no guarantee of a corresponding amount of actual sharing as the formalities would imply. We can solve this very thorny problem on the present proposal by aggregating all the couple's income from all sources and, for tax purposes, attributing it to the spouses according to the same prenegotiated self-assessed ratio. The holder of title and other such subtleties would make far less difference. As noted earlier, this would carry with it the major side benefit of reducing the incentive to engage in property-transfer gymnastics to effect income-splitting: The income from property would be subject to the same splitting ratio regardless of the formalities of ownership during the marriage. Again, the splitting ratio would serve to define ownership.

Setting up the ratio is not an idle exercise. The wealthier spouse is on notice that the more favorable a ratio she chooses for income-splitting, the more the other spouse could unilaterally take by ending the marriage. In
the context of no-fault divorce, the choice of ratio is thus subject to countervailing pressures; the wealthier spouse has an incentive not to make the ratio any more favorable than she finds comfortable allowing the other spouse power to use on a unilateral divorce. Additionally, since making the ratio more equal between the spouses is giving up this power, it may be a fair proxy for sharing in the marriage. In any case, the wealthier spouse knows that she will pay if she gets it "wrong."

In this respect, the proposed system is somewhat like a scheme for self-assessment. In self-assessment, a person is asked to put a value on something and that value will be used for two purposes. For one purpose, a low valuation is advantageous to the self-assessor. However, with respect to a second purpose, a high valuation benefits this same person. The prospect of the second use of the self-assessed value provides a countervailing incentive to the motivation to underreport. For example, consider a scheme of property-value assessment in which a homeowner can set the valuation for taxes as long as he knows that valuation could be used in a government taking or in some other kind of forced sale. In some such self-assessment systems, nongovernmental "assessors" could force the property owner to sell at the self-assessed price. If the taxpayer sets the value too low, the government will win by engaging in a cheap taking or a forcing buyer (one of the nongovernmental assessors) will buy the property at the cheap self-assessed price.

The present income-splitting proposal would act as just such a self-assessment device. The parties would set the ratio for splitting, and for tax purposes, setting the ratio as close to 50/50 would lower taxes the most. However, each spouse, particularly the economically stronger spouse, would know that the same ratio could be used if the marriage is terminated at the request of either party. Thus, as with the landowner wishing to lessen taxes through a low valuation of his property, the better-off spouse would have to consider not just the tax-lowering benefits of a ratio closer to 50/50, but also the possibility that he would lose property (including at least the fruits of human capital built up during the marriage) on divorce. The economically stronger spouse would like a relatively equal ratio for

160. First, giving up power is a form of sharing. Second, giving up power may correlate positively with sharing of other power and consumption. Here, giving up power is a true proxy for further sharing. Measuring how well it functions as a proxy in this second sense would be quite difficult to investigate empirically. It is fortunate, then, that sharing of power seems to be a key form of sharing in its own right.

income-splitting but a less equal one for divorce, with divorce being the analog to the forced sale or governmental taking in the self-assessed property tax system. As in self-assessment generally, the economically stronger spouse faces countervailing incentives that are designed to elicit a valuation closer to the one he actually harbors.

The greatest objection to such self-assessment schemes in the taxation area is that they force those with idiosyncratic tastes into high valuations. For example, the homeowner who especially loves his bookshelves or garden will be forced into a high valuation to reduce the chance that a forcing buyer can turn him out. To protect a high idiosyncratic valuation, the homeowner will have to value the house for taxation purposes at what the next highest valuer would value it.\(^1\)\(^2\) Such a self-assessment scheme thus has a tendency to tax consumer surplus, the value that the current owner assigns to the property over the market price. One can argue that consumer surplus should be part of taxable well-being, but the current tax law does not reflect this view and does not seem likely to do so soon.\(^1\)\(^3\) Self-assessment schemes can be modified to avoid much taxation of consumer surplus, but the simplest schemes do pose the “problem” of taxing consumer surplus.\(^1\)\(^4\)

The present scheme, however, does not face this problem of how to treat consumer surplus, because a couple, who chooses to opt into the system of splitting is negotiating the ratio of splitting, not an absolute value. More importantly, if the system consists of default separate filing, no one is forced to negotiate a ratio at all: The couple can only enjoy the benefits of splitting by backing it up with a corresponding sharing ratio for divorce. Unlike typical self-assessment schemes, negotiating the ratio does not force either spouse or the spouses jointly to expose themselves to full taxation on the basis of individual tastes.

Finally, we might want to set limits on the self-assessment scheme. These possible limits are of two types: floors and recapture rules. As a floor, we might want to prevent spouses from negotiating a ratio for income-splitting that is less generous than legal support obligations. For example, if a ratio of 95/5 would leave the less wealthy spouse worse off on divorce than current support obligations mandate, such a ratio should not be available. In this way, the prenegotiated ratio is no different from ante-

---

162. See id.
163. See supra note 32 and accompanying text.
nuptial agreements, which likewise cannot be used to contract around the mandatory rules of legal support.\textsuperscript{165}

Through recapture rules, the second type of limit on the self-assessment scheme, intermediate filing can gain a great deal of flexibility. The simplest intermediate-filing system would require those couples who wish to opt into the system to do so once and for all. After negotiating a ratio to govern income-splitting for tax purposes, the couple would never be able to change it and would have to abide by it on divorce. This inflexibility may be undesirable because circumstances in the interim change. Most importantly, couples should not be prevented from moving the ratio closer to 50/50, and the empirical evidence is consistent with an increased commitment by many couples to sharing as time goes on.\textsuperscript{166} On the other hand, allowing couples to change the ratio in either direction would defeat the purpose of intermediate filing. If couples could change the ratio, then the primary earner could work a tax-shelter-style deal about how to set the ratio. Even though this would be riskier than playing analogous games with legal title under current law, allowing free changes of ratio would probably make such deals too easy. One solution to the problem of changing circumstances would be to require all assets up to the point of the change (including human capital) to be governed under the original negotiated ratio and all subsequently acquired assets to be split under the new ratio. This would undoubtedly be extremely cumbersome and introduce much of the contentiousness about property division that intermediate filing shows promise of eliminating.

A somewhat better method of introducing flexibility into intermediate filing would be to couple it with a “recapture” rule. The Code uses recapture rules in some situations where after-the-fact it appears that deductions

\textsuperscript{165} See, e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE § 1615(a) (West 1994) (providing for unenforceability of unconscionable premarital agreements); N.Y. GEN. OBLIG. LAW § 5-311 (McKinney 1989) (providing that generally “a husband and wife cannot contract to alter or dissolve the marriage or to relieve either of his or her liability to support the other in such a manner that he or she will become incapable of self-support and therefore is likely to become a public charge”); In re Marriage of Higgason, 516 P.2d 289 (Cal. 1973) (noting that an antenuptial agreement would not be valid if it sought to alter support obligations imposed by law), overruled on other grounds by In re Marriage of Dawley, 551 P.2d 323 (Cal. 1976). This prohibition is quite minimal since legal support obligations themselves are not very strong. See infra Part V.B.

\textsuperscript{166} See supra note 28 and accompanying text. The data from Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz's study show a correlation between length of relationship and verbal commitment to sharing, but this alone does not show causation running from the former to the latter. See BLUMSTEIN & SCHWARTZ, supra note 28, at 144-46. Thus, the data are consistent with either (i) more sharing couples staying together longer, or (ii) couples increasing their commitment to sharing as they stay together longer. Note too that the data is cross-sectional rather than time-series data.
allowed previously were too generous.\textsuperscript{167} Under a recapture rule, some or all of the now inappropriate tax benefit is “recaptured” by subjecting the taxpayer to correspondingly higher tax after the inappropriateness emerges. One method would be to institute a scheme whereby if the couple decided to change the ratio, they would be subject to a recapture rule that would recoup from the wealthier spouse—the one with the larger leg of the negotiated ratio—the incremental tax advantage of past income-splitting plus interest. The “interest” could be defined to track any rate of return deemed appropriate.\textsuperscript{168} Some penalty to cover administrative expenses could be added. Penalties could be punitive to any degree up to the point at which living with the prenegotiated ratio would be just as advantageous.\textsuperscript{169} That is, the recapture rule could fall anywhere on the continuum from liability rule to property rule.\textsuperscript{170} The recapture rule would allow changes in the ratio for changed circumstances but would protect the pressure not to overreport sharing and would prevent manipulation by the more economically powerful spouse. A cooling-off period could provide an additional deterrent from overreaching by such spouses: Any change in the ratio would not be honored on divorce for two years. On the other hand, if a recapture rule that recaptured all the benefit seemed too harsh and too difficult to apply, the recapture rule could be limited to recouping tax benefit from the last ten years only, possibly in conjunction with a penalty to cover administrative costs. Through such modifications, we could en-

\textsuperscript{167.} For example, the Code uses an array of recapture provisions to limit the conversion of ordinary income into capital gains through use of deductions (against current income) and capital gain treatment (at a lower rate) upon disposition. See I.R.C. § 467 (1994) (providing for taxation as ordinary income of portion of gain from previously leased property); id. § 1245(a)(3) (West Supp. 1998) (providing for recapture of previous depreciation deduction as ordinary income rather than capital gain); id. § 1245(a)(4) (providing for recapture of depreciation and loss deductions in connection with player contracts when a sports franchise is sold); id. § 1250 (providing for recapture of depreciation deductions in real estate context); id. § 1252 (1994) (providing for recapture of portion of soil and water conservation deductions on farmland held for less than 10 years); id. § 1254 (providing for recapture of currently deducted intangible drilling costs and mineral exploration and development costs); id. § 1255 (providing for recapture of amounts received as tax-free grants under § 126 where improved property is sold less than 20 years later). See also infra note 262 and accompanying text on the recapture rule known as the “tax-benefit rule.”

\textsuperscript{168.} The “rate of return” may also have to be inflated if the marginal utility of money decreases over the lifecycle. As mentioned in the text, a recapture rule might aim at approximately the right level of deterrent. Alternatively, we have to face the complexities of treating a shift of ratio as a recognition event.

\textsuperscript{169.} Alternatively, spouses could be allowed to change the ratio during the marriage but only in the direction of 50/50. This would allow for the ratio to reflect changes in circumstances but prevent over-reaching by primary earners, especially those unilaterally contemplating divorce.

sure that the incentives for high and low self-assessed ratios balanced each other out.171

C. EQUITY

Considerations of equity support individual filing. Debate between proponents of joint and individual filing have engaged in what Edward McCaffery calls a "battle of the 'neutralities.'"172 Joint filing proponents complain that individual filing under a progressive rate schedule will lead to different couples with the same total household income paying different tax. According to this view, we must have joint filing in order to prevent the inequity of violating "couples neutrality." Against this, those who favor individual filing cite the lack of neutrality between a member of a married couple and a corresponding single. Under joint filing, they complain, the same person will pay different tax depending on whether the person is married. As noted, this problem becomes especially acute for secondary earners, who in effect face a higher rate in marriage than as a single. The question then becomes which of these inequities—or equivalently which of couples or marriage neutrality—is more important.

Intermediate filing allows a way out of this dilemma. The proponents of joint filing believe in sharing, as do many of those in favor of individual filing. More importantly, the public seems to support sharing in marriages. Thus, a system like intermediate filing that is narrowly tailored to the amount of sharing may help us to decide which individuals and couples are similarly situated. As illustrated above with couples C-C' and D-D', the extent to which marital sharing goes on is arguably the most important factor in whether two people are deemed to be similarly situated or not.173 Asking whether two married couples with the same total income should pay the same tax is the wrong question. Similarly, whether marriage should affect someone's tax is the wrong question if asked without regard to whether one is sharing marital income as a transferor or recipient. The intermediate solution thus reduces the battle of the neutralities to our basic

171. It might be asked why we do not just use individual filing with liberal property shifting possibilities and with a recapture rule on divorce if the split on divorce is less generous than the tax split during the marriage would indicate. First, this does nothing to address earned income and human capital. Second, such a system does nothing to ensure that people are aware of the tax consequences of their actions in shifting property. Because of this likely lack of awareness, individual filing with recapture only will offer few of the beneficial incentives of intermediate filing discussed later. For further discussion, see infra Part III.F.

172. McCaffery, Fresh Look, supra note 2, at 986. See also Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 358-63.

173. See supra notes 146-48 and accompanying text.
commitment to sharing. Value judgments are still unavoidable: The commitment to sharing itself is just such a value judgment. But given that sharing should matter most—and, as we have seen, this is a surprisingly uncontroversial view in the area of household taxation—intermediate filing serves such a commitment best.

Other questions that raise equity concerns are also handled well by intermediate filing. Couples with more earned income than property income and those with the reverse are equally well-off economically. Whether a dollar of income comes from services or property should not matter. If we tax them differently, we are failing to treat taxpayers who have a similar ability to pay in a similar manner—a violation of horizontal equity. As noted earlier, under individual filing, we are still faced with the problem of whom to tax on income from property. The two traditional solutions are to tax property income in proportion to the spouses’ earned income or to tax property income to the owner of the underlying asset. The former may be unfairly generous to low-earning spouses with more property income and in any case may not reflect the long-term benefits from or present control over the property. If one spouse will get the property on divorce, and especially if the spouses think of the property as belonging to that spouse all along, there is little reason to tax the other spouse on the property income just because that other spouse might earn more from employment.

Because taxing in proportion to earned income presents equity problems of its own, most proponents of individual filing favor taxing property income to the owner. But this leads to large opportunities for couples to avoid tax by shifting the indicia of ownership to allow property income to be taxed to the spouse facing the lower marginal rate. Due to the ability to move property around, a tax-shelter opportunity then arises. More generally, if couples with property income are able to do this, they are unfairly advantaged when compared to couples with the same amount of income from employment.

In a further equity advantage of intermediate filing, allowing income-splitting only under the prenegotiated ratio gives wealthier spouses an incentive to be generous in setting up the ratio. It promotes sharing in the marriage, which will tend to benefit women on the whole. While it is an open question how much better off women would be under intermediate filing, if even some primary earners respond to the tax incentive to share,

175. See supra note 152 and accompanying text.
some women will be better off. As discussed above, a recent study based on a “natural experiment” in the United Kingdom in which a child allowance was transferred from husbands to wives in the late 1970s supports the proposition that having the legal entitlement to income increases women’s share of consumption and control.\textsuperscript{176}

Finally, unlike either joint or individual filing, intermediate filing treats the income of secondary earners from market labor and from domestic labor equally in terms of marginal tax rate. I return to this issue in the next section, but for now it is sufficient to note that those who choose market labor and those who opt for working in the home will both face the same tax on their “compensation.”\textsuperscript{177} This is a major improvement over the present system and both the traditional polar systems (joint and individual), which allow compensation through marital sharing to escape tax altogether. This aspect, however, must be considered in the context of other likely consequences of a move to intermediate filing, which I will address below.

D. Efficiency

Intermediate filing presents efficiency advantages. Economic analysis in this area is characterized by a series of partial equilibrium models. The most comprehensive of these is traditional “optimal tax” analysis. Under the traditional optimal-tax approach, welfare analysis of household taxation has been primarily a matter of identifying and measuring the deadweight loss associated with the secondary earner’s discouragement under joint filing from working in the marketplace. Other economists have pointed out that individual filing may cause distortions in the use of inputs in home production. In this section I will show that, in view of the trade-off between these two distortions—distortions of labor and home-production-factor decisions—intermediate filing probably fares better than both individual and joint filing under such a traditional analysis of overall deadweight loss. I will also show that the self-assessed ratio offers additional efficiency benefits that stem from its nature as a rule of marital contracting. These benefits include the reduction of strategic behavior

\textsuperscript{176} See Lundberg et al., supra note 61, at 472-79. This natural experiment should go a long way towards allaying Ann Alstott’s concern that those supporting individual filing and child subsidies to secondary earners far too easily assume that this will increase women’s control over marital resources. See Alstott, supra note 28, at 2041-42. In addition to the Lundberg-Pollack-Wales study, earlier work supports the proposition that the more money women have, the greater their control (even if they do not control 100% of the extra money). See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1427-28 nn.35-38, 1445 n.68 (citing studies).

\textsuperscript{177} See supra note 154 and accompanying text. See also infra Part III.D.1.
through the self-assessed ratio’s function as a penalty default and the inducement of efficient precaution in marriage formation with the self-assessed ratio affording an expectation measure of damages upon divorce.

1. Deadweight Loss from Labor- and Home-Production-Factor Decisions

As discussed earlier, marital income sharing can be regarded as an exchange and/or a gift-giving, depending on the circumstances of the marriage. Although these two aspects of marital sharing are intertwined in practice, for purposes of our initial efficiency analysis they may be treated separately before being considered together. I will show that with respect to both aspects of marital income-splitting, intermediate filing overall is likely to be more efficient than both joint and individual filing under a traditional optimal-taxation analysis. Turning first to the exchange aspect, I will demonstrate that intermediate filing should lead to a lower deadweight loss, considering both secondary-earner labor-supply and factor-input decisions in home production. I will conclude with some remarks on the efficiency advantages of intermediate filing with respect to marital income sharing as gift-giving.

Consider first marital income-splitting as an exchange of domestic labor for shared money income. The literature has devoted a great deal of attention to one distortion, that of the secondary earner’s decision on whether and how much to work in the market. Commentators, however, have largely treated the use of time in the household as a black box under the misleading term “leisure.” But this ignores the source of the high labor-supply elasticity of secondary earners: the high substitutability of home labor, rather than true leisure, for market work. Moreover, by ignoring home production, such models overlook the distortion—from an efficiency point of view—of home production when the marginal rates on the spouses differ. I take up these two distortions in turn.

The treatment of spouses’ labor supplies is the first distortion to be examined. Analysis of the deadweight loss from a tax usually begins with

178. See supra Part II.B.4.

179. A few economists have focused on this aspect of the labor supply of women. See, e.g., Janet C. Hunt, Charles D. DeLore & R. Carter Hill, Taxation and the Wife’s Use of Time, 34 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 426 (1981); Jane H. Leuthold, Home Production and the Tax System, 3 J. ECON. PSYCH. 145 (1983); Jane H. Leuthold, Income Splitting and Women’s Labor-Force Participation, 38 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 98, 98-105 (1984). McCaffery takes this point as support for individual over joint filing. See McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 181. While it is true that individual filing is less skewed against married women’s market labor than is joint filing, even individual filing leaves economic well-being from domestic labor untaxed and thus excessively favors domestic over market labor.
the following basic insight from optimal-tax theory: A necessary condition for minimizing the deadweight loss from a tax is to tax items, such as commodities or labor supply, in inverse proportion to the responsiveness of the demand or supply of the item to a price change. This rule can be traced back to Frank Ramsey's pioneering work on commodity taxes in which he first proposed the optimal-tax rule.\textsuperscript{180} According to optimal taxation, we should tax in inverse proportion to the elasticity (price sensitivity) of the demand for the commodity,\textsuperscript{181} because where the demand for a commodity is very elastic, people will readily substitute away from it when the price increases. A tax increase can be regarded (more or less) as a price increase.\textsuperscript{182} The substitution away from the commodity is a distortion in behavior relative to a no-tax world. The deadweight loss in welfare—the "excess burden" of the tax or the reduction in overall welfare from the tax—will be proportional to the size of this distortion. Thus, to minimize the deadweight loss, taxes should be imposed on commodities that are associated with low elasticities because the consequent distortions of behavior will be the smallest.

These insights have been carried over into the field of market labor supply.\textsuperscript{183} Taxing income can be thought of as taxing labor supply. Although both income from property and earned income are taxed, the tax will be a function of how much someone works. It conceptually will increase the price of work. Under optimal-tax theory, those whose labor supply is most elastic will have the most distorted and welfare-decreasing response to a tax on wages (or the wage-tax part of an income tax). Therefore, in theory, workers should be taxed in inverse proportion to their elasticity of labor supply in order to minimize deadweight loss. In light of the fairly robust empirical results that married women's labor-supply elasticities are significantly higher than married men's,\textsuperscript{184} optimal-tax theory sug-

\textsuperscript{180}. See Frank P. Ramsey, \textit{A Contribution to the Theory of Taxation}, 37 \textsc{Econ. J.} 47 (1927) (proposing the inverse-elasticities rule).

\textsuperscript{181}. The elasticity of \(X\) with respect to \(Y\) is the ratio of a percentage change in \(X\) in response to a percentage change in \(Y\), or \((\delta X/\delta Y)(Y/X)\), where the units of \(X\) and \(Y\) drop out. For example, the price-elasticity of demand of \(A\) is the ratio of the percentage change in demand in response to a percentage change in the price of \(A\) \((P_a)\). Or we can write \((\delta A/\delta P_a)(P_a/A)\).

\textsuperscript{182}. Potential complications arise in a general equilibrium context, making it impossible to say that the price increase is equal to the tax. See infra notes 229-30 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{183}. The literature is vast. See, e.g., Feldstein & Feenberg, \textit{supra} note 4, at 40-41. See also McCaffery, \textit{supra} note 2, at 168-84.

\textsuperscript{184}. See \textit{supra} notes 92-97 and accompanying text. As we will see, the wide range and remaining uncertainty in studies of labor-supply elasticities are troublesome to those who count on an increase in female labor supply due to a lowering of tax. See, e.g., Mroz, \textit{supra} note 94, at 793-96 (noting the wide range of estimates).
gests that men should be taxed more than women.\textsuperscript{185} Whether this would be regarded as fair or not is another question, but as long as we focus on the labor-supply decision, optimal-tax theory suggests that efficiency requires lower taxes on married women than on married men. Because women still typically earn less than men, individual filing would go some way to effecting this result. For this reason, optimal-tax theory provides some support for individual filing in the joint-versus-individual-filing debate.

This support, however, is far from complete. First, notice that although optimal tax suggests lower taxes for married women, this does not mean that individual filing provides exactly the correct level of differential between taxes on secondary earners and taxes on primary earners (or between women and men). Indeed, optimal-tax theory probably would require an even greater differential between women's and men's tax rates than provided for by individual filing.\textsuperscript{186} The elasticity studies do vary considerably, but as we will see, the case for intermediate filing does not depend on labor supply effects being large or small.\textsuperscript{187} If our choices are limited to individual filing or joint filing, the general consensus holds that optimal-tax theory provides support for individual over joint filing.

Labor-supply decisions are not the only ones distorted by taxes. The familiar optimal-tax result does not take account of home production, which presents room for a different type of distortion. John Piggott and John Whalley have recently argued that efficiency considerations do not unambiguously point in the direction of individual filing. Rather, the effects of the inverse-elasticity rule must be balanced against factor-input distortions.\textsuperscript{188} The lower taxes on the secondary earner's wages can make the secondary earner's market labor more attractive relative to the primary earner's than it would be in a no-tax world. Piggott and Whalley claim that individual filing may cause a large enough distortion in factor-input decisions that the efficiency gained by reducing these distortions with joint filing may in some cases outweigh the efficiency gained from lowering

\textsuperscript{185} See, e.g., Feldstein & Feenberg, supra note 4, at 40-41; Killingsworth, supra note 92, at 348-52; McCaffery, supra note 2, at 168-84. Consistently with this result, other studies have demonstrated that women's perceptions of the marginal tax rate they face are fairly accurate, but men's are not. See Harvey S. Rosen, Taxes in a Labor Supply Model with Joint Wage-Hours Determination, 44 Econometrica 485, 487-503 (1976). See also Killingsworth, supra note 92, at 356-58 (discussing the Rosen study).

\textsuperscript{186} See infra note 234 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{187} See infra Part III.D.4.

\textsuperscript{188} See John Piggott & John Whalley, The Tax Unit and Household Production, 104 J. Pol. Econ. 398, 411-17 (1996).
relative taxes on secondary earners. Thus, when the factor-input effect
dominate,\textsuperscript{189} efficiency is in tension with a policy of promoting women’s
labor participation.\textsuperscript{190} Piggott and Whalley also present Australian data
that they claim to be consistent with the model’s predictions.\textsuperscript{191}

In a recent working paper, Patricia Apps and Ray Rees point out that
Piggott and Whalley’s result only holds under rather extreme assumptions
about how low marginal rates on married women would be under individ-
ual filing.\textsuperscript{192} More importantly, Apps and Rees argue that joint filing is
unlikely to be superior to any levels of “separate taxation.”\textsuperscript{193} Apps and
Rees define “separate taxation” as any system that provides for different
marginal rates for spouses. Separate taxation under some rate or other
will be a better second-best solution than joint taxation. Thus, from a
starting point of joint taxation, small movements away from equal mar-
ginal rates on the spouses will be welfare-improving overall—as long as
we focus on the two distortions in question. The problem is one of a
trade-off between two distortions: Movements toward much lower rates
for secondary earners will reduce the labor-supply distortion but will increase
the home-production distortion; conversely, a move towards more equal
rates will reduce the home-production distortion but at the expense of in-
creasing the labor-supply distortion. In a nonideal world, efficiency is
generally better served by reducing some of each distortion in such a trade-
off rather than by eliminating either distortion completely. Thus, Piggott
and Whalley’s advocacy of joint taxation is misplaced, but their exposition
of the trade-off is well taken.

Joint filing therefore is likely to be inferior to both a realistic individ-
ual filing system\textsuperscript{194} and the system of intermediate filing proposed in this
Article. Notice first that intermediate filing would count as a form of
“separate taxation” in the model Apps and Rees present. Unless every
single couple bargained into a 50/50 ratio, intermediate filing will tax
some spouses at different rates. The optimal point in light of the trade-off

\textsuperscript{189} See Patricia F. Apps & Ray Rees, Individual vs. Joint Taxation in Models with
Household Production (Australian National University Working Papers in Economics and Econo-
metrics No. 330, 1997).

\textsuperscript{190} On the disagreement among feminists about this policy and the occasional tension between
efficiency analysis and some feminists’ concerns, see infra Part III.D.4.

\textsuperscript{191} See Piggott & Whalley, supra note 188, at 403-11.

\textsuperscript{192} See Apps & Rees, supra note 189, at 3, 9.

\textsuperscript{193} See id., at 7-10.

\textsuperscript{194} By “realistic individual filing system,” I mean individual filing with rates dependent solely
on income, rather than on secondary-earner status or wealth. Accordingly, a “realistic” system would
not have negative rates for secondary earners in general but might have negative rates for low earners,
as under a program like the Earned Income Tax Credit.
between the two distortions in labor-supply and factor-input decisions lies somewhere between very different rates for spouses—perhaps with negative rates on the secondary earner—and joint taxation. Individual filing based on rates determined by income level\(^{195}\) and intermediate filing will lie in this middle ground. One or both of them likely will be closer to the optimal point than either extreme of separate taxation or joint taxation. However, the rate of trade-off between the two distortions—how much increase of the labor distortion we get for a reduction in the home-production distortion—is unknown. Also, at what point the marginal changes in these two distortions equal each other, reaching the optimal point, is unknown as well.

In light of this trade-off, intermediate filing may present advantages beyond those of even realistic individual filing. Couples who would face the factor-input distortion could opt into the intermediate-filing system and choose a relatively equal ratio. As with all default rules, we must ask whether parties for whom the default is inefficient will contract into an efficient arrangement. Two factors point toward optimism in the case of intermediate filing with default individual filing. First, those couples for whom the factor-input distortion looms largest also have the most incentive to negotiate a relatively sharing ratio.\(^{196}\) The gains from moving closer to joint filing are fully internalized to the married individuals, who will split the gains from the bargain. Further, even despite the transaction costs incurred in negotiating a nondefault ratio, the stakes may be quite high—spread out over the life of the marriage and beyond—compared to a one-time cost of negotiating. Thus, more than in the case of most contractual defaults, intermediate filing provides some assurance that a penalty default can work.\(^{197}\) In any event, the nonmandatory nature of the individual-filing default of intermediate filing should go a long way towards mitigating the distortionary effects in factor-input decisions. In contrast, under individual filing, those who face large home-production distortions are burdened with the same rate differential between the spouses as is every-

\(^{195}\) Consider this as opposed to individual filing based on rates determined by sex or status as a primary or secondary earner as might be required for separate taxation aimed at eliminating labor-supply distortions.

\(^{196}\) See Grossbard-Shectman, supra note 127, at 25-83 (1993) (extending Becker’s theory of marriage into unified theory of labor and marriage markets); Alan Freidan, The U.S. Marriage Market, in Economics of the Family, supra note 102, at 352, 365-66 (presenting empirical evidence that potential gain from marriage and proportion of women married is positively related to sex-specific relative wage). Cf. Becker, supra note 35, at 330 (noting the correlation between investment in human capital and delay in marriage); Becker, A Theory of Marriage, supra note 102, 301-08 (noting that an increase in wage rate of women relative to men would decrease incentive to marry).

\(^{197}\) On the functioning of intermediate filing as a penalty default, see infra Part III.D.2.
one else. Unlike individual filing, intermediate filing shows promise of providing some targeted relief to the home-production distortion that is not possible on any system that uses income alone as the determinant of marginal rates.

Finally, precisely because individual filing enforces sharing, it may present special advantages in the area of women's labor supply. A recent study compared women's labor supply before and after a move to unilateral divorce in states with community property and those with equitable distribution laws. Where the shift led to increased bargaining power for the wife—that is, in community-property as opposed to equitable-distribution jurisdictions—wives worked more and spent less time in home production, leaving leisure time far less affected. Where the change to unilateral divorce decreased married women's bargaining power, such as in equitable-distribution states, they decreased their labor supply. Interestingly, the same study found no significant increase in divorce following adoption of unilateral-divorce laws, leading to the hypothesis that marital transfers in the form of work-pattern shifts occur to prevent divorce. If intermediate filing strengthens women's bargaining position, as I have argued, then this hypothesis, if true, may lead to an expected increase in labor supply of women under an intermediate filing system. Although much study remains to be done, these findings provide further indication that intermediate filing may be superior to any filing system that is not coupled with a change in marital property law.

Now consider marital income sharing as gift-giving. To the extent that marital income is given to another spouse with no strings attached, intermediate filing also leads to efficiency advantages. The U.S. income tax gives no deduction for donors and does not tax gifts to recipients. This treatment may reflect an uneasy compromise between our views about the fairness of taxing those who consume or control and administrative convenience. From a pure efficiency standpoint, however, a strong

---

199. This is not to say that community property protects women as much as it could or should. See infra Part V.A.
200. See id. at 632-39.
201. See id.
203. See supra note 114 and accompanying text.
argument can be made for lower taxes on nonexchange gifts. This is because the more altruistic the giving, the more giving will increase the utility of both donor and recipient. As a result, because the amount of income given enters the social welfare function or overall utility twice, subsidizing gift-giving will increase overall welfare. Because intermediate filing allows couples to lower their taxes through a self-assessed ratio if marital income giving is taking place, the system would encourage welfare-increasing behavior. Individual filing does not allow for this because earned income is always taxed to the earner and property income is shiftable with little guarantee that a genuine gift has been made. Conversely, joint filing may both overstate gift-giving by allowing income-splitting regardless of whether sharing is really occurring and fail to treat those who share better than those who do not. Importantly, at the margin there is no incentive in terms of lower taxes for interspousal gift-giving under joint filing. For the primary earner and the couple as a whole, taxes are at the same lower marital rate under joint filing regardless of whether additional sharing takes place. Thus, from an efficiency standpoint, the more marital income sharing is like a gift and the more altruistic the giver, the better intermediate filing works.


205. We might ask what the consequences are of the increase in the secondary earner’s marginal rate from the receipt of some of the primary earner’s income. Under progressive rates, the gift will have the potential to raise the secondary earner into a higher bracket—a version of the stacking effect on a smaller scale. The implications for efficiency analysis and for those seeking to promote women’s market labor, such as McCaffery, may diverge here. From a welfare standpoint, the relevant effects are the increase in both spouses’ welfare from the gift and the effect on both their labor supplies. To the extent that gifts are taxed to someone, that someone will face higher marginal rates on all income, including that from labor. First, notice that under intermediate filing, taxing the gift to the recipient secondary earner will not distort the market-versus-domestic-labor decision because earnings from both are in effect taxed under the self-assessed ratio of intermediate filing. As discussed earlier, the big substitution effect for women is between market and domestic labor, not between both or either type of labor and leisure. As for the distortionary effect on leisure of taxing gifts, there is little reason to suppose that taxing them to the recipient secondary earner is worse than taxing them to the transferor. In addition to the double-utility effect noted in the text, any distortion of the secondary earner’s labor-leisure decision from higher taxes must be offset against a decrease in such distortion of the primary earner’s labor-leisure decision. Since the primary earner is at a higher marginal rate and since there is little reason to suppose women’s substitution effect on leisure is greater than men’s in the presence of taxation of all labor, the marginal benefit from lowering the primary earner’s leisure decision distortion is likely to be greater than the marginal increase in distortion of the secondary earners’ corresponding decision. Thus, even when cross-effects are considered, the taxation pattern under intermediate filing is unambiguously welfare-improving.
As illustrated in this discussion of the efficiency consequences of intermediate filing, regardless of whether marital income sharing is treated as an exchange or gift-giving, the attractiveness of intermediate filing is clear. Intermediate filing is likely to represent a more efficient trade-off between labor supply and home-production distortions than do the polar choices of joint and individual filing.

2. Eliminating Strategic Contractual Inefficiencies

Traditional deadweight loss analysis of the household taxation problem relies on the underlying assumption that the marriage already exists. Because the marriage decision itself—as opposed to time-allocation decisions within the marriage—may or may not be sensitive to taxes, this traditional mode of analysis is not implausible. However, intermediate filing carries with it efficiency benefits from its ability to improve the process of marriage contracting. Intermediate filing can operate as an information-forcing “penalty default” in marriage formation.206

Contractual defaults are either mandatory or default rules. Contractual parties are not allowed to contract around a mandatory rule, but they may elect to contract around a default rule. “Immutable” or “mandatory” rules reflect paternalism or an effort to prevent negative externalities.207 Examples of immutable rules include the Uniform Commercial Code’s duty to act in good faith, minimum wage laws in employment, implied covenants of habitability in landlord-tenant law, and support obligations on divorce. Default rules can be classified as “majoritarian” or “penalty” defaults. A majoritarian default rule is designed to mimic what most contacting parties would contract for if they thoughtfully considered the matter.208 The goal is to minimize the transaction costs involved in negotiating the particular provision in question for as many parties as possible. A penalty


207. See Ayres & Gertner, Filling Gaps, supra note 206, at 87-88.

default, on the other hand, represents what a party with information would not want and is designed to force that party to reveal the information in the process of contracting around the penalty default. Thus, for example, Ian Ayres and Robert Gertner analyze the rule of Hadley v. Baxendale against awarding consequential damages unless the other party knows or has reason to know of the probable damage as a penalty default. The party with the information about potential harm must either contract around the Hadley rule, thereby revealing information that is useful to contract formation, or not receive damages for that harm.

Intermediate filing is designed to have the same beneficial information-forcing effect. If the economically advantaged spouse wants to seize the carrot of income-splitting, she must disclose an important aspect of how equal she wants the marriage partnership to be. Intermediate filing thus works as a penalty default, forcing the economically-advantaged spouse to share vital information with the other spouse. This means that less wealthy spouses will have better information about their rights and about their partners’ intentions. As a result, inefficiency in marriage formation from strategic behavior can be reduced. Thus, the information-forcing effect of the self-assessment approach may lead to more efficient marriage formation.

The strong likelihood that this information-forcing effect will be particularly important emerges from Kornhauser’s data on deception and self-deception. People may say they favor more splitting than they are actually willing to do. If so, intermediate filing has the advantage of forcing this information onto the table. Interestingly, the information-forcing effect may arise whether or not the parties contract around default individual filing and into a different ratio. If the parties contract into a ratio, the ratio provides the economically more precarious spouse vital information she might not otherwise have about where she stands; there will be less chance that she will detrimentally rely on empty rhetoric about partnership from her “partner.” If, on the other hand, there is a large imbalance in the resources of the spouses, then opting into a more equal ratio would save
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209. See Ayres & Gertner, Filling Gaps, supra note 206, at 95-100.
211. See Ayres & Gertner, Filling Gaps, supra note 206, at 101-04.
212. Becker has analyzed how divorce is a response to imperfect information in the marriage market. See Becker, supra note 35, at 324-41.
213. See Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1427 nn.31-32 ("[P]eople lie to themselves [about sharing]: they lie to others . . . . People may say they share but act inconsistently with that statement; they may even make inconsistent statements."); Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 80-84 (setting forth data indicating deceptive answers about sharing).
taxes. If the economically stronger spouse nevertheless does not want to contract a more equal ratio, then this too reveals a lack of willingness to engage in meaningful sharing. Thus, unlike most penalty defaults, intermediate filing, incorporating default individual filing, is likely to have an information-forcing effect in all the contexts in which it is most important.

The information-forcing benefits are closely tied to the overall value of antenuptial agreements. Traditionally, the law has been suspicious of antenuptial agreements as likely to promote divorce. More recently, commentators have argued that the value of antenuptial agreements in terms of optimal sorting (who gets married), reducing incentives to engage in opportunistic behavior, lowering the costs (including third-party effects) of messy divorces, and protecting the spouse who invests more in the marriage outweigh the disadvantages of increased attention to the possibilities of divorce. Likewise, these benefits and respect for individual choice are increasingly seen as outweighing a paternalistic concern for people's tendency to make mistakes. Even with respect to the traditional concern over the divorce rate, it is probable that giving the economically weaker spouse—the one who has more marriage-specific investments—more rights on divorce would lower the divorce rate. The wife's increased incentive to divorce is likely outweighed by the decrease in the husband's incentive to seek divorce. Under a no-fault regime, which is the norm today, making the spouses' reservation utilities more equal by

214. See, e.g., In re Marriage of Noghrey, 215 Cal. Rptr. 153 (Ct. App. 1985) (denying enforcement of a wife's contractual claim to $500,000 on the grounds that the prospect of such a claim gave the wife an incentive to seek divorce).

215. See, e.g., Jeffrey Evans Stake, Mandatory Planning for Divorce, 45 VAND. L.J. 397, 428 (1992) (citing use of better information about prospective spouses in the decision whether to marry that person as support for a system of mandatory antenuptial agreements). See also BECKER, supra note 35, at 324-41 (discussing divorce as result of the imperfect information in the marriage market).

216. See, e.g., Margaret F. Brinig & Steven M. Crafton, Marriage and Opportunism, 23 J. LEGAL STUD. 869 (1994).

217. See, e.g., Stake, supra note 215, at 428 (noting external costs of divorce that can be lowered through antenuptial agreements and suggesting that less-than-full internalization of such benefits is one reason that antenuptial agreements are not more widespread).

218. See, e.g., Brinig & Crafton, supra note 216, at 875-76, 887, 893; Stake, supra note 215, at 416.


220. See, e.g., Lloyd Cohen, Marriage, Divorce, and Quasi Rents; Or, "I Gave Him the Best Years of My Life," 16 J. LEGAL STUD. 267, 293 (1987) ("It is this more rapid using up of the woman's capital asset that creates incentives for the husband to terminate the marriage and causes difficulty for women in replacing their husbands following divorce.")
evenly distributing the benefits and burdens of divorce may well lead to fewer divorces.\footnote{221} Indeed, many of the problems blamed on antenuptial agreements—based on the arguments that divorce becomes too easy, that a focus on divorce undermines the marriage, and that people cannot choose well for themselves—are also largely a function of general divorce law itself. For example, the most obvious reason for divorce being too easy is no-fault divorce, and proposals to introduce fault into property division would most directly address that problem.\footnote{222} The couple’s negotiated ratio could serve as a presumption: If the primary earner were abusive or the secondary earner shirked, some remedy could be provided for in the antenuptial agreement, or, if sufficient unfairness resulted, by a judge on divorce. In any case, I will assume in the following discussion that any disadvantages of the option of antenuptial agreements and the self-assessed ratio are outweighed by the advantages. In particular, the benefits of information-forcing in this context from better sorting and reduced incentives for opportunistic behavior likely outweigh the costs, if any, of the greater information.

3. Expectation Damages

The information-forcing effect of intermediate filing is not its only contract-like advantage. Opting into the self-assessed ratio of intermediate filing also works like expectation damages and, in particular, like an opportunity to set up liquidation damages. Although current law sometimes looks unfavorably on liquidated damages provisions, intermediate filing partakes of the benefits of liquidated damages and not the drawbacks.

From an efficiency standpoint, the presumption should favor liquidated damages provisions.\footnote{223} Often the parties will be in a better position to estimate damages than a court will be able to measure them ex post. One party may be trying to signal extra commitment to the deal or may be trying to protect against special harm he would suffer on breach. If so, liquidated damages can be expected to induce efficient precaution in the parties. Liquidated damages provisions are suspect, however, when either

\footnotetext{221}{Also, as Robert Scott argues in the commercial context, transferring risk to the party best able to control the production process or who places a lower subjective cost on the risk, or distributing the risk will lower the likelihood of opportunism. See Robert E. Scott, Conflict and Cooperation in Long-Term Contracts, 75 CAL. L. REV. 2005, 2021 (1987). See also Brinig & Crafton, supra note 216, at 873-75 (recognizing Scott’s analysis to marital contract).}

\footnotetext{222}{See, e.g., Brinig & Crafton, supra note 216, at 892-94.}

\footnotetext{223}{For a summary of the arguments for and against liquidated damages and references to the literature, see THOMAS J. MICELI, ECONOMICS OF THE LAW 83-87 (1997).}
there is some procedural defect in their formation or they impose externalities. The former do not distinguish liquidated damages provisions from other contractual provisions. However, under externalities, Tai-Yeong Chung has argued that in sales where there is uncertainty over what another buyer might offer for the goods, a high liquidated damages provision might inefficiently reduce the probability of efficient breach.  

The intermediate-filing option is worth considering in light of this discussion of liquidated damages. Couples opting into the intermediate system by negotiating a ratio to govern income-splitting and property division on divorce are in effect setting up a liquidated damages provision for divorce. This ratio should exhibit the benefits of liquidated damages in two respects. First, although the parties may or may not be aware of the probability that they might divorce, the bargain they strike before marriage is likely to be a better and less-expensive measure of sharing than the decision of a divorce judge listening to the self-serving evidence of antagonistic parties. Second, one spouse may signal in negotiations of the ratio the extra commitment necessary to maximize the gains from the marriage, or for the marriage to happen at all.  

Nor does intermediate filing suffer from the disadvantages of liquidated damages provisions. In this respect, the externalities argument cuts the other way: In marriage, we generally do not want to promote efficient breach. We are not worried that a divorce settlement will interfere with the chances for a homebreaker and one of the spouses getting together. We can cast this argument in moral or economic terms. From the perspective of society’s shared values, marriage should not be indissolvable, but
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225. See, e.g., Stake, supra note 215, at 416-20.
226. The benefits and costs here are somewhat similar to those that arise from giving couples a choice of divorce regimes at the time they marry. However, because intermediate filing does not provide for the complete elimination of either spouse’s exit option, both benefits and especially the costs are probably lower. See, e.g., Eric Rasmusen & Jeffrey Evans Stake, Lifting the Veil of Ignorance: Personalizing the Marriage Contract, 73 IND. L.J. 453 (1998) (proposing to allow couples to contract for a wide range of divorce regimes). But see Kathryn Abrams, Choice, Dependence, and the Reinvigoration of the Traditional Family, 73 IND. L.J. 517 (1998) (arguing that choice in marital contracting provides inadequate protection and false security to those specializing in home production); Gregory S. Alexander, The New Marriage Contract and the Limits of Private Ordering, 73 IND. L.J. 503, 505-10 (1998) (objecting to the Rasmusen-Stake scheme based, inter alia, on information costs, cognitive errors, and public ordering concerns, but acknowledging that allowing contracting over property division presents these problems to a far lesser degree). The gains from being able to choose a ratio must also be offset against the losses from being shown not to have this level of commitment, which returns us to the information-forcing issues of the previous section. Similar information-forcing issues are raised by proposals for “covenant marriage” and the Rasmusen-Stake proposal.
dissolution is not as desirable as would be the selling of a house to a higher bidder. From an economic perspective, the externality of weakening the marriage institution is far more serious with effects on many more third parties (especially children) than the arguable weakening effect of efficient breaches on the institution of promising and third-party implications.227

Thus, as a measure of damages, the self-assessed ratio, possibly limited by a recapture rule, will function like a system of liquidated damages.228 Intermediate filing is likely to exhibit the beneficial aspects of liquidated damages. Externality arguments used against liquidated damages actually favor individual filing as well.

4. Efficiency Analysis in Perspective

I have argued that, in considering various partial equilibrium economic models, intermediate filing likely does better from a welfare perspective than joint or individual filing. Intermediate filing may lead to the smallest deadweight loss from labor and factor-input distortions, will force information from the parties that is relevant to efficient marriage formation, and will act as a system of efficiency-enhancing liquidated damages.

Although these advantages are substantial, there are good reasons not to base too much of our overall evaluation of intermediate filing on efficiency considerations. First, research in the area of labor supply and taxation is still based on partial equilibrium models. A general equilibrium model taking into account the effect of changes in labor supply on gross wage rates and feedback effects on labor supply is still in the future.229 From today’s partial equilibrium models, we cannot draw firm conclusions about the overall efficiency effects of a change in tax law.230 The hypotheses possible under partial equilibrium models, however, do support the desirability of intermediate filing.

227. For a moral or property-rights-based argument against the notion of efficient breach, see generally Daniel Friedmann, The Efficient Breach Fallacy, 18 J. LEGAL STUD. 1 (1989) (likening to theft the deliberate breach of a contract in favor of a better offer).

228. The recapture rule may have the effect of limiting the liquidated damages. How limiting it should be will depend on the balance between the need for flexibility and the deviation from optimal damages. Note, however, that as compared to present law, the liquidated damages in divorce are likely to be less. Therefore, if the recapture rule approach results in damages that are smaller than the optimal level, current law is likely to be even more deficient in this regard. On the family law implications of intermediate filing, see infra Part III.E.

229. For a discussion of the difficulties involved, see KILLINGSWORTH, supra note 92, at 340.

230. Cf. Alstott, supra note 28, at 2009-33 (noting that rough economic knowledge of compensated elasticities provides only weak support at best for individual filing).
The information costs of implementing a proposal cannot be left out of the efficiency analysis. Ignoring the information costs, the efficient solution would be to inquire at the individual level about labor-supply elasticity and home-production-factor distortions, and to pick the individual tax rate that minimizes the sum of the two distortions. Needless to say, the information costs would be prohibitive. This is especially important in light of the range of elasticity estimates in the literature. Some have even questioned whether the effect of marginal rates on women’s labor supply is all that great, but nothing in the present proposal depends on its being large or small. Narrowly tailored to the problem of sharing, intermediate filing may require less knowledge about the exact effects of tax levels on labor supply than does individual filing. Intermediate filing shows promise of harnessing some private information and reducing the informational burden on lawmakers. This advantage has long-term importance across time: Making secondary earners’, or, alternatively women’s tax rates depend on elasticity (and other) studies means that new measurements must be taken and rates must change if underlying supply schedules change over time. Nor does intermediate filing call for negative rates on secondary earners or women, something that would be politically impossible.

The intermediate filing system subjects the secondary earner to the same marginal rate on domestic and market labor. If the secondary earner, such as C’ in the scenario above, will make the decision of whether and how much to work outside the home based in part on whether her domestic labor is “compensated” by shared income from the primary earner, then intermediate filing, unlike joint or even individual filing, taxes both sources of income the secondary earner is weighing. That is, if C’ works in the home and in exchange receives income from the primary earner, that income is taxed to C’ just as earnings from a job outside the home would
be. Under intermediate filing, domestic and market labor are subject to the same marginal rates.

This equality of marginal rates may be particularly important because the secondary earner is most sensitive to marginal tax rates. Furthermore, domestic labor would for the first time enter into the Social Security Tax system, which has been argued for on feminist grounds. This Social Security tax on domestic labor is attainable without the politically unacceptable and inevitably too coarse-grained imputation of values to taxpayers. On the other hand, the lower taxes on a primary earner in a couple opting into an even ratio may lead to a shift outward in demand for spousal labor. Whether or not this constitutes a distortion in efficiency terms depends on the baseline for comparison. As I argued above, intermediate filing will likely provide some targeted reduction in home-production distortions.

The question remains, however, what the overall effect on the labor supply of women bargaining into a relatively even ratio will be. On the one hand, demand for domestic labor may increase as may the quasi-wage that some secondary earners can earn, as well as those secondary earners' reservation wage—the wage below which they will choose not to work. Both of these factors may push married women's market labor down, but also increase women's welfare. On the other hand, the taxation of marital "compensation" may reduce some tax-favored status of domestic labor under the other systems. Moreover, the increased bargaining power of married women resulting from a move to individual filing might increase married women's labor supply. As noted earlier, there is at least indirect empirical support for this proposition.

Thus, interestingly, the present proposal can help isolate where sharing fits into an overall concern with women's welfare. For those who believe that breaking down the gendered division of labor is the most important goal, the fact that women have more "choice," with a higher quasi-wage for domestic labor, will not be decisive. On such a view, sharing should be regarded as a mixed blessing because it may raise married women's reservation wages and leads them to work less in the market.

237. See infra Part III.D.1.
238. See supra text accompanying notes 198-202.
239. See, e.g., McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 184; Kornhauer, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 105-11; Note, supra note 23, at 382.
240. See McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 287 n.183.
Other feminists, however, have stressed the importance of choice for women and have not regarded domestic labor as inherently problematic.\footnote{See, e.g., Alstott, supra note 28, at 2035; Staudt, supra note 53, at 1614-18.}{241} For them, sharing is mostly positive: It directly increases women’s welfare and increases their choice. Thus, the general acceptance of sharing\footnote{See supra Part II.}{242} is put to the test through individual filing: One’s attitude to sharing itself should depend on one’s view of women’s long-term interests.

This discussion of efficiency is meant mainly to answer the supposed efficiency benefits touted by proponents of the polar systems. None of this should obscure the main point of this Article, however, which is that if we pay attention to the role of sharing, progressive rates do not inevitably lead to unacceptable normative choices and can bring out the relationship of sharing to other normative commitments. Adopting a system based on self-assessed ratios supports the ideal of a sharing marriage and makes women better off in many respects. Either filing separately by default or opting into increased security of marital property rights would benefit the secondary earner. Removing the current marriage penalty would benefit two-earner couples, among whom the marriage penalty is quite common, and would help low-income couples for whom the penalty is disruptive of family formation in the first place.\footnote{On the incidence of the marriage penalty, see CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, supra note 10, at 32. On the effects of the marriage penalty on family formation among poor women, see McCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 178-84.}{243}

\section*{E. Implications for Family Law}

Intermediate filing ties tax treatment to the rule of property division on divorce for those who opt into the system. As this section will demonstrate, this voluntary, integrated approach to marital property has several advantages outside the boundaries of tax policy. Most importantly, it offers a partial answer to the vexed question on divorce of whether and how to divide human capital developed during the marriage. The voluntary nature of the system at the individual level and, if so desired, the state level, provides an answer to objections from federalism that family law is traditionally a matter for state law. The voluntary nature of intermediate filing and its ability to define property rights for those who choose a ratio also point to a solution to the problems of joint and several liability after divorce for tax arising during the marriage. Finally, many of the equity and efficiency advantages of intermediate filing in taxation carry over into family law as well.
Property division on divorce is restricted in many states to conventional property, such as real estate and personal property, and does not directly include human capital built up during the marriage. The paradigm of human capital is a professional degree for which the nondegree spouse sacrificed to help the degree spouse attain. In equitable-distribution regimes, conventional property is divided, and this process is the main mechanism to achieve "equity" between the spouses apart from possible child support and alimony. Alimony is usually awarded, if at all, to allow the spouse with fewer market skills to attain such skills. The latter, so-called rehabilitative alimony is usually quite meager, typically lasting two years, and falls far short of an equal interest in the human capital developed in the marriage. There has been a move in divorce law to replace support payments with property division, but property that can be divided has generally been construed rather narrowly.

The treatment of professional degrees in divorce is still very unsettled. Most courts, except those in New York, give the nondegree spouse a debt interest in the human capital rather than an equity share. However, if the spouse with less human capital receives less than half of the human capital on divorce, then splitting the income by halves means that income but not the underlying income-producing property has been transferred. The question is whether, on the various approaches to measuring income, half should be deemed transferred.

On an ability-to-pay approach, the fact that the spouse with less human capital is a donee does not negate the fact that the donor is exercising a heightened ability to pay in the form of control. Unless the nondegree

244. See, e.g., Lowery v. Lowery, 413 S.E.2d 731 (Ga. 1992) (holding medical school education and business licenses to be an intangible asset personal to the holder and, because such asset is difficult to value and nonphysical, not subject to division on divorce); Mocnik v. Mocnik, 838 P.2d 500 (Okla. 1992) (holding that a husband's interest in goodwill of his medical practice is not a divisible asset on divorce).


246. See, e.g., WERTZMAN, supra note 79, at 70-142; Suzanne Reynolds, The Relationship of Property Division and Alimony: The Division of Property to Address Need, 56 FORDHAM L. REV. 827, 866 & n.168 (1988).

247. See, e.g., WERTZMAN, supra note 79, at 64-67.

248. See, e.g., Daniel D. Polsby & Martin Zelder, Risk-Adjusted Valuation of Professional Degrees in Divorce, 23 J. LEGAL STUD. 273 (1994). For references to the large literature on the subject, see id. at 273 n.2.

249. See id. at 273-75. For example, the California Family Code provides that the community is to be reimbursed for community contributions with interest. See CAL. FAM. CODE § 2641 (West 1994). Thus, contributions by either spouse are split down the middle without regard for a net imbalance.
spouse has sufficient rights after divorce to ensure a continued benefit from the human capital—a kind of continued expectation approximating beneficial ownership—the transfer is an exercise of the donor’s ability to pay.

Under a standard-of-living measure, it might be thought that as long as both spouses enjoy the income during the marriage, the spouse with less human capital is enjoying taxable consumption. Also, under what I called the “weak” theory of control, the spouse who makes the transfer, but not the recipient, has the kind of “control” relevant for taxation. Furthermore, marriage partners bargain for control in the shadow of legal rules, including those of property division on divorce. Thus, if divorce law gives the spouse with more human capital more leverage during the marriage, that spouse may have a higher standard of living, or at least greater ability to pay, during the marriage.

If the nondegree spouse does not have this measure of control, then equal taxation of the spouses (as under joint filing) would then overtax the nondegree spouse with less human capital, and the spouse with the extra human capital would be undertaxed. Alternatively, the unequal bargaining power means that the situation of individuals in an unequal marriage is characterized by far less sharing than the assumption of sharing in a tax-paying family unit. Such an unsharing married couple may even engage in little more sharing than two unmarried individuals. In such cases, the spouse with more human capital has given up less freedom and control, and the spouse with less human capital has gained less freedom and control. Less consumption or well-being has been transferred within the marriage than the splitting approach implies.

Many problems on divorce stem from the search for a one-size-fits-all solution, just as the problems with joint and individual filing do. If we do not mandate sharing of the fruits of human capital on divorce, then, as we have just seen, less sharing may occur in the marriage than joint filing would imply. If, on the other hand, we force couples to share human capital on divorce, we face two problems. First, we preclude people from entering into less-sharing marriages if they so choose. It is not at all clear that restricting the range of choices in this way is desirable. Second, we face difficulties in how to levy the nondegree spouse’s share. If it is a lump sum, we do not have to worry about the degree spouse’s incentive to

250. See supra Part II.A.2.
work: The degree spouse owes the same amount whether or not, or even how much, that spouse works. But such lump-sum taxes are very difficult to convince the public to accept. If instead we force the spouse with the greater human capital to pay some portion of future wages to the other spouse after divorce, we run the risk of diminishing the spouse's incentive to work. In effect, we are raising the degree-spouse's marginal tax rate. However, if this spouse's labor-supply elasticity is relatively inelastic, taxing that spouse more heavily may not induce less work and could induce more, if the income effect predominates.\textsuperscript{252}

Instead, I posit that the main objection to the forced sharing of human capital on divorce is that people take pity on the spouse with human capital having to pay after the marriage has gone bad. Such sympathy may be misguided and stem from a blatant disregard of the less-well-off post-divorce spouse. In any event, sympathizers with the degree spouse should have little quarrel with intermediate filing, because the system is voluntary even beyond the point that marriage is voluntary. Many people marry for a variety of reasons, including religious and cultural, as well as economic ones. It is not surprising that there is no consensus that merely because someone did not have to get married, she has no reason to complain about the rules for divorce, whatever they are. Instead, there is an unsurprising tendency to regard marriage as fundamental and to take burdens on it very seriously.

Intermediate filing is open to none of these objections, however. For most people, the decision to lower one's taxes does not have the religious and cultural overtones that the decision to marry does. Rather, intermediate filing presents individuals contemplating marriage with the choice to lower taxes in return for rules that mandate sharing, even of human capital, on divorce. That decision, if taken with eyes open, gives little reason to think that the consequences should be any less severe than those bargained for by the parties. Primary earners who do not want to share human capital on divorce need not negotiate a more even ratio, and their prospective secondary-earner spouses need not marry them. Consider again the analogy to liquidated damages: Absent fraud, duress, or other formation difficulties that courts already police, the presumption should be to enforce the damages for which a party bargained. In the case of intermediate filing, the ar-

\textsuperscript{252} This result is because the higher effective tax rate makes the degree-spouse poorer and may therefore prompt more work. Because taxes lead to both an income effect and a substitution effect that work in opposite directions, nothing can be said a priori about the behavioral response to a higher tax rate. Rather we must know something about the labor supplier's elasticity. The spouse with more market skills is often the husband, with a lower elasticity. Thus, the income effect may well dominate here.
arguments for liquidated damages, as well as the arguments against them, point in favor of letting intermediate filing take its course on divorce.

Intermediate filing, however, does not solve the most difficult problems of human capital on divorce. Under intermediate filing, one would total the human capital built up during the marriage and divide the fruits of it according to the prenegotiated ratio, which acts as a liquidated damages clause. The system would require a method of valuing human capital and a method of distinguishing human capital built up before and after the marriage ends.

Lastly, intermediate filing can be generalized to offer solutions to several other problems related to income-splitting and the marriage penalty. For example, the current system of standard deductions and the Earned Income Tax Credit present many couples with a marriage penalty. The benefits of these could also be set up to track the prenegotiated ratio for income-splitting and property division. Similarly, the present proposal can handle the presence of children: The benefit of dependent deductions could be allocated to the secondary earner as a default and shifted fractionally to the primary earner; the proportion of the deduction going to the primary earner would rise towards fifty percent as the negotiated sharing ratio approaches 50/50. I return to the question of children in Part VI.

One further problem on divorce is the spouse’s liability for taxes arising during the marriage. Under the present joint-filing system, a spouse who signed a joint return is jointly and severally liable for the taxes owed that year. Women especially have sometimes found after divorce that their husbands did not pay their share of the tax, and the Internal Revenue Service has pursued the wife on the basis of joint and several liability. As has become clear, the “innocent spouse” provisions are insufficient to protect against many such problematic cases and time will tell whether newly enacted relief will prove effective. Although intermedi-

253. See supra Part III.D.3.
254. As for human capital built up before the marriage begins, similar questions arise, or we could just leave it to the spouses to take into account the extent they wish to share this human capital in setting the ratio, or by not opting into the system at all.
255. See CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, supra note 10, at 7-8, 15-25.
ate filing is not the only way to solve the problem of joint and several liability, it does present a particularly natural solution. If we use a default individual-filing system, property income could be taxed in proportion to earned income, or, with more difficulty, to the “owner.” Spouses would then be responsible for that portion of the tax that is “theirs.” Under the self-assessed ratio, matters are even simpler. Spouses are responsible for the tax liability on their respective percentages of the household income.

The voluntary nature of the self-assessed ratio under intermediate filing also provides an answer to the possible objection that family law, and divorce law in particular, are traditionally matters for the states, not for the federal government. To gain maximum advantage out of intermediate filing, it could be imposed across the country despite objections from the states. Somewhat less intrusively, individuals opting in the system might be required to negotiate the ratio in such a manner that it would be respected as a valid antenuptial agreement with an enforceable liquidated damages provision. If we accept the proposition that family law has been traditionally left to the states, the intermediate-filing system can be made voluntary in a second sense: Individual states can be allowed to decide whether they will pass enabling legislation to give the self-assessed ratio from intermediate-filing effect in their divorce law. This is a minor step, because the self-assessed ratios would function much like antenuptial agreements, which already are typically given substantial deference. In any event, a state could choose not to opt into the system and thereby force its residents to use default individual filing. Indeed, we could use any default system we wished for the states that did not opt into the intermediate-filing system. But if we wanted to have an incentive for the citizens to opt in, it should lead to higher taxes for many couples than they could achieve with a self-assessed ratio under individual filing. Thus, the de-

---

258. As Jill Hasday points out, the historical evidence for this “tradition” is surprisingly slim. See Jill Elaine Hasday, Federalism and the Family Reconstructed, 45 UCLA L. REV. 1297 (1998).

259. The system thus presents the states with incentives to adapt their marital property laws without forcing a one-size-fits-all solution. Pamela Gann has noted that, if we combined individual filing with income-splitting for those in states adopting a system like community property, states would have an incentive to adopt such reforms. See Gann, supra note 2, at 49-52. However, community property does surprisingly little to guarantee sharing. See infra Part V. Further, even if community property did enforce equal sharing, a choice of individual filing or a community-property system would provide an all-or-nothing choice without assurances that people would opt into community property. Intermediate sharing would be mismeasured.

260. For example, using pure joint filing (leading to the lowest taxes for any couple) would sap any incentive for a state to opt into the intermediate-filing system: Couples, and primary earners in
fault for states not opting in must be some form of individual filing, but the choice between that and intermediate filing can be left up to them.

In addition to the advantages of making the treatment of human capital on divorce more straightforward because it is more voluntary, intermediate filing has further potential benefits for family law and the institution of marriage. These benefits are closely tied to some of the equity and efficiency considerations discussed earlier.

Intermediate filing will strengthen women’s bargaining position both before and during marriage. The penalty default will favor the economically less-secure prospective or actual spouse—typically the woman—and will strengthen that party’s hand. To get the advantages of income-splitting, the husband, for example, will have to offer more genuine and greater sharing than he would otherwise. Furthermore, if he negotiates a more even, tax-lowering ratio, then the wife will be entitled to more on divorce. This will mean that during the marriage, she can demand more: If not satisfied, she can leave and will be better off than she typically would be if she left under today’s law. In economic terms, her “reservation utility” and hence her bargaining power will have increased. Furthermore, by making division on divorce simpler, this reservation utility will be even higher because the cost of divorce will be less, and the lower the cost of divorce, the more the wife will receive from the divorce.

A final question about this system and its relation to family law and marriage is whether it unduly “commodifies” domestic labor and marriage itself. Here, we can point to both the voluntariness of intermediate filing and, more importantly, to the fact that couples would be negotiating a ratio rather than a dollar value. The system does not tell spouses to work out a wage for domestic service, although marital sharing often has that behavioral effect. Instead, it asks them if they would like a single ratio that is favorable for overall household taxes that would also apply on divorce. In effect, the couple is being asked whether they would like their sharing legally recognized and enforced beyond the minimum level mandated by marriage law. The spouses (and others) are free to think of the

sharing as exchange or gift or something else. What is important is that the amount of sharing of control is not murky and that the resulting tax regime has desirable behavioral effects, because of the way it taxes marital exchange and gifts to the extent either occurs.

F. (RELATIVE) SIMPLICITY

Intermediate filing can go a long way towards reducing the incentive to engage in property transfers in order to lower taxes. One of the advantages of joint filing over individual filing is that apparent ownership of assets by the wife, the husband, or both does not matter as far as income tax rates are concerned. Individual filing has the potential of emulating joint filing in this positive respect.

Consider first the case of a couple who has opted into the self-assessed intermediate system. Whatever ratio they negotiate applies to all household income. If they negotiate a 60/40 ratio, then sixty percent of the household income is taxed to the one spouse and forty percent to the other. Who has title to property is not relevant for divorce or for tax purposes. There is no tax-effect of manipulating legal title because tax-ownership, as well as true ownership, in an important sense is determined by the negotiated ratio.

Now consider a couple that stays with the default. Assuming that this default is individual filing, then we have the familiar problem of how to tax this couple on property income. This problem is not as important as it seems, however, because there is usually a lot less property income in a marriage than earned income from human capital. For the default filers, however, we might wish to tax property income in proportion to earned income or to the higher earning spouse. Either would give the penalty default more bite and avoid the tax incentive to manipulate the indicia of ownership. As noted earlier, the nature of the default is not as important as that it be less attractive from a tax point of view than a negotiated, more even ratio.

Alternatively, for the default we might use the mirror image of the self-assessed ratio. That is, we might say that for tax purposes, ownership counts in default individual filing but use a recapture rule for tax purposes on divorce. Consider the situation in which there is a divorce that makes it clear that true ownership is not tracking prior tax ownership. The better-off spouse is doing better out of the divorce than it appeared on paper for tax purposes during the marriage. The recapture rule would recoup from that spouse for the Treasury the benefits of the tax savings from the false
appearance of greater equality in the marriage. Thus, if the indicia of ownership during the marriage causes the couple to be treated as a 60/40 couple under default individual filing, but on divorce the division reflects an 80/20 ratio in favor of the better-off spouse (the sixty percent spouse for tax purposes during the marriage), the better-off spouse is responsible for returning the tax savings (plus interest) that resulted from the 60/40 ratio as opposed to an 80/20 treatment.

Admittedly, such a system of recapture rules would be more complicated than taxing property in proportion to earned income. Arguably it would be fairer, however, and like taxation by the earnings ratio, it does preserve the penalty-default nature of the individual-filing part of the system. It also does not interfere with divorce law, because the recapture rule does not mandate any division on divorce. It only attaches tax consequences to such divisions where such divisions call into question the validity of previous tax treatment.

In this way, the default would function very much like a well-established judicial recapture rule: the "Tax Benefit" Rule. The inclusionary side of the Tax Benefit Rule subjects amounts previously but incorrectly deducted to later tax at the point when the incorrectness becomes apparent. Like the Tax Benefit Rule, the recapture rule would recoup tax where a previous lower tax turns out later to have been based on a false assumption.

Finally, like the self-assessed ratio that such a default-using couple has chosen not to use, this tax-benefit-type recapture rule would help ensure that tax treatment tracks the amount of sharing occurring in the marriage. This is not surprising because the recapture-rule approach to default individual filing is, in some sense, the mirror image of the self-assessed ratio that the couple could have negotiated. In default individual filing, the recapture rule ensures that the couple is paying enough tax by recouping it later with interest, if necessary, whereas with the self-assessed ratio, the ratio negotiated for tax purposes is used on divorce.

What separates the


263. The recapture rule previously discussed as a method for introducing flexibility into the self-assessed ratio of intermediate filing raises entirely different issues. See supra Part III.B.
two is that the self-assessed ratio would be much easier to administer: The recapture rule in connection with default individual filing would require very complicated audits. Further, it is much easier to be strict with those who have negotiated a ratio than those who could plausibly plead ignorance at the time they owe tax on divorce. Thus, the case for the self-assessed ratio itself is far stronger than for the use of tax-benefit-type recapture rules on divorce. In light of this, for purposes of default individual filing, taxing property income in proportion to the spouses’ earned income or taxing it to the primary earner might be better on balance than the tax-benefit-type of recapture rule.

IV. CONTROL AND INCOME SHIFTING IN THE HISTORY OF HOUSEHOLD TAXATION

Recognizing intermediate filing as an option allows a better understanding of the history of tax law’s treatment of married couples. Conversely, this history confirms the central role played by the assumption that the polar alternatives of joint or individual filing are the only possible ways to tax the income of married couples. Further narrowing the alternatives along the way, Congress, the courts, and commentators often assume that whatever approach tax law took to income-splitting would be based on existing property- and family-law categories. In the process, the tax law has lurched from one extreme to another. However, the changeability of those categories in response to tax law and the limits of that changeability both demonstrate on a legislative level the countervailing incentives upon which this Article’s proposed system of intermediate filing is built.264

A. INCOME-SPLITTING, STATE PROPERTY LAW, AND “PENALTY” AVOIDANCE

In 1913, Congress introduced the solution advocated by most commentators today: individual filing.265 Because married taxpayers wished to lower their taxes through income-splitting, they tried a number of devices and legal theories that if accepted by the courts would have achieved the

264. For previous discussions of the history of marital taxation from perspectives other than the possibility of intermediate filing and the source of ownership notions for the tax law, see, e.g., GRAETZ, supra note 2, at 30-34; MCCAFFERY, supra note 2, at 29-85; Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1399-1416; Gann, supra note 2, at 10-24.

265. See Tariff of 1913, Pub. L. No. 63-16, ch. 16, § II(A)(1), 38 Stat. 114, 166. Joint filing was first recognized in 1918, but because the same rates were applied to individual and joint returns, it was almost invariably disadvantageous to file jointly. See Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1400 & n.20.
desired effect. In the period between the beginning of the Depression and the end of World War II, the Supreme Court decided a number of cases that raised issues of income-splitting and the definition of ownership but did so in a seemingly arbitrary or even contradictory way. Under the conventional view, the Court in *Lucas v. Earl* \(^{266}\) appeared to endorse the protection of progressivity, but *Poe v. Seaborn* \(^{267}\) allowed progressivity to be eroded through income-splitting in community-property states. The Court in *Seaborn* seemed to have embarked on a program of deference to state property law and only later, in the 1940s, to have pulled back towards protecting progressivity again in the marital income-splitting area.

In this section, I will argue that the *Seaborn* decision is not best seen as a serious answer to the question of ownership for purposes of income taxation, as is often expected. Instead, I will argue that *Seaborn* is better explained as arising from the interaction of the Court's reluctance to define tax ownership on the one hand and the Court's use of existing state property- and family-law categories as crude devices to avoid a marriage "penalty." I will argue that what appears to be deference to state property law concepts results from the Court's wish to avoid defining ownership and its desire to prevent any situation in which a taxpayer, especially a man, would wind up paying more tax than the taxpayer would as an individual.

1. Income-Splitting Arrangements: Lucas v. Earl

The Supreme Court rendered its first major pronouncement on voluntary income-splitting in *Lucas v. Earl*. In that case, Mr. and Mrs. Earl had arranged by contract that every acquisition of property by either spouse and all proceeds of any property of either spouse would be taken as joint tenants with the right of survivorship. \(^{268}\) The Court assumed that this assignment was valid under the law of California, where the Earls resided. The effect of the arrangement was to allow the Earls to engage in income-splitting (of the pure kind later allowed between 1948 and 1969). In particular, Mr. Earl's earned income would not be subject to as high a rate as before the assignment but instead would, along with other income, be taxed half to his wife. Each would pay the tax on half of the aggregate household income. Not surprisingly, the Commissioner objected to this result.

---

266. 281 U.S. 111 (1930).
268. See Earl, 281 U.S. at 114.
In a brief opinion by Justice Holmes, the Court sidestepped the question of whether Mr. Earl ever owned the assigned portion of the earned income. Rather, the Court focused exclusively on the policy of the income tax:

There is no doubt that the statute could tax salaries to those who earned them and provide that the tax could not be escaped by anticipatory arrangements and contacts however skilfully [sic] devised to prevent the salary when paid from vesting even for a second in the man who earned it. That seems to us the import of the statute before us and we think that no distinction can be taken according to the motives leading to the arrangement by which the fruits are attributed to a different tree from that on which they grew.

Since the *Earl* case, the fruit-and-tree metaphor unfortunately has been taken to mean that a complete transfer of property means no taxation of the transferor but a transfer of a "carved out" interest does lead to taxation of the transferor. Nevertheless, Holmes was using the metaphor in advocating an interpretation of the Internal Revenue Code as taxing the source of income. In particular, the Court took the Code to mean that earners are taxed regardless of what happens to the earned income later, especially if the income ends up with a lower-bracket taxpayer.

*Earl* can be regarded as a method of preventing tax avoidance through income-shifting on the assumption that married individuals should be treated as individuals. If so, the problem is its narrowness. Shifting earned income is prevented but shifting of income from property is allowed. As noted in Part II, one of the major drawbacks to individual filing is the ability to shift around property income to give the false appearance of sharing in order to lower the primary earner's and the couple's overall

---

269. That is, the Court avoided addressing the issue of whether under the assignment the income flowed though Mr. Earl's hands or whether the assignment had the effect of creating for Mrs. Earl one-half ownership in the income the instant it was earned by Mr. Earl.

270. *Earl*, 281 U.S. at 114-15. The statutes in question were the Revenue Act of 1918, *see* Pub. L. No. 65-254, §§ 210-211, 212(a), 213(a), 40 Stat. 1057, 1062-64, 1065 (1919), and similar provisions in the Revenue Act of 1921, *see* Revenue Act of 1921, ch. 136, §§ 210-211, 212(a), 213(a), 42 Stat. 227, 233-38. In particular, section 213(a) of the 1918 Act provided for taxation of net income of every individual including "income derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal service... of whatever kind and in whatever form paid." Revenue Act of 1918 § 213(a).

271. Compare Blair v. Commissioner, 300 U.S. 5 (1937) (holding that assignment of the right to receive income from trust was transfer of property, the income of which would not be taxable to the donor) *with* Helvering v. Horst, 311 U.S. 112 (1940) (holding that a gift of coupon on a bond is transfer of income that remains taxable to the donor).

272. See Bittker, *Taxation and the Family*, supra note 2, at 1401-04 (pointing out that *Earl* only "guards" progressivity if one assumes that married people should not be subject to a lower rate because of marriage).
taxes. If preventing income-shifting is correct for earned income, some effort should be made to prevent shifting of income from property. As discussed earlier, intermediate filing, unlike individual filing, accomplishes this by using a single ratio for splitting all earned and property income for both tax and divorce purposes.


Community-property systems presented the Court in the term after *Earl* with an income-splitting situation very similar to the one the Earls sought to achieve by means of their individual arrangement. In ruling on the income-splitting effected by Washington's community-property system, the Court took an entirely different approach to splitting than it had in *Earl*. The Court made the availability of splitting rest on state marital property law. I suggest that this anomalous result derived from the Court's desire to avoid a marriage "penalty."

In *Poe v. Seaborn*, the Seaborns were residents of Washington and tried each to pay half of the tax on their aggregate income. The situation was artificially simple, because "[w]hile the real estate stood in [the husband's] name alone, it is undisputed that all of the property real and personal constituted community property and that neither owned any separate property or had any separate income." Since separate property is property held by either member of the entire community rather than by the community and is kept by the separate owner on divorce, the fact that there was no separate property made the issue in *Seaborn* deceptively simple. The choice was between allowing complete splitting of all income or taxing it on the basis of some other notion of "ownership."

The notion of ownership advanced by the Commissioner was based on the so-called "control test": Who had such control over the property that the individual in effect owned it? The Commissioner relied on three cases, *United States v. Robbins*, *Corliss v. Bowers*, and *Lucas v. Earl*. In each of these cases, a high-bracket taxpayer was prevented from lowering the rate applied to his income by means of a transfer of income to a lower-bracket individual. Further, the *Robbins* case seemed quite close to the *Seaborn* situation because it involved community property. Justice Holmes' opinion for the Court in *Robbins* emphasized the

274. See infra Part V.A.1.
275. 269 U.S. 315 (1926).
276. 281 U.S. 376 (1930).
277. 281 U.S. 111 (1930).
extensive powers of management and control of the husband as indicating ownership and hence taxability. The Seaborn Court nevertheless distinguished Robbins on the ground that California itself, the state of the taxpayers' residence, regarded the wife's interest in community property as a "mere expectancy." Under California law, she did not own the property or the income and would not be taxed. Instead, her husband would be taxed. But Holmes' opinion in Robbins had explicitly stated that the law of California did not matter but rather that the tax act taxed those with control. The Court's complete reinterpretation of Robbins in Seaborn, which was unanimous with Holmes' vote, was also curious in light of Earl. There, Justice Holmes had explicitly denied that the subtleties of property-law vesting should determine the availability of splitting. Thus, the method of distinguishing Robbins was at odds with the reasoning of both Robbins and Earl.

The Seaborn Court ignored the reasoning in Robbins and Earl, and reinterpreted it as based on the very subtleties of state-law vesting that Justice Holmes had consistently downplayed. In Seaborn, the Court claimed that the issue in Earl was precisely whether there was any vesting because:

[the very assignment in that case was bottomed on the fact that the earnings would be the husband's property, else there would have been nothing on which it could operate. That case presents quite a different question from this, because here, by law, the earnings are never the property of the husband, but that of the community.]

The Earl Court, however, had indicated that even if an arrangement prevented the "salary when paid from vesting even for a second in the man who earned it," the arrangement would not prevent the earner from being taxed, because that seemed to the Court the "import of the statute." In other words, Earl directs attention to who the earner is as a matter of interpretation of the federal statute regardless of the state-law technicalities of vesting and ownership. Implicit in earning income is a degree of control over it, which Mr. Earl had exercised in assigning half of it to his wife. The Seaborn Court, however, made the result in Earl turn on those newly-resurrected technicalities.

278. See Robbins, 269 U.S. at 327.
279. See id.
280. Seaborn, 282 U.S. at 117.
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The Court in *Seaborn* also needed to distinguish the case of *Corliss v. Bowers.* In that case, the donor of a gift in trust was nonetheless regarded as the owner for income tax purposes because he exercised sufficient control over the trust. Again, a case that directed attention to Congress' purposes in order to determine ownership for taxation was confined to its result. The Court in *Seaborn* merely asserted that the Court in *Corliss* had found that Congress declared the donor was still the owner for tax purposes, but that in the *Seaborn* case the husband "never ha[d] ownership." This begged the question of how tax ownership is to be determined. In *Corliss, Earl,* and arguably *Robbins,* the Court attributed an intent to Congress to tax those who exercise control over income, including, but not limited to, those who earn (and hence control) it.

One reason the control test may have appeared unattractive to the Court in *Seaborn* is that the Commissioner was not just claiming that the husband should pay tax on all of the income arising from his labor and over which he retained control. The Commissioner did not use a source-based theory at all. Instead, the Commissioner took the position that, since the husband had the power to manage all the community assets and income, he should be taxed on the whole of the community's income.

In other words, the Commissioner was advancing a theory whose effects would have closely tracked those of a 1941 House proposal. Under that proposal, each married couple would aggregate their income and pay as much as a single person would on the same amount. The proposal was not very popular. Opponents branded it a "tax on morality." The Commissioner's position in *Seaborn* would have had the same result: The community would pay as much tax on its aggregate income as the husband would if all the income were his as an individual.

The Court, therefore, faced a three-way choice. It had to accept the income-splitting in community-property states that the taxpayers' desired, insist on income aggregation on single rates (the Commissioner's position), or the Court had to come up with a third theory not advanced by ei-

---
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286. This includes even the income from his wife's assets, and, if present, income from the wife's labor.
ther party. For example, it could have developed the "source" aspect of *Earl*, such that sources of income would be taxed; this would treat those in community-property states for tax purposes as if they were in a common-law property state. The source treatment would have required developing a federal concept of ownership for the Internal Revenue Code. Developing such a concept of ownership would only have highlighted the artificial distinction from *Earl* between earned income and income from property.

Of these choices, the Commissioner's position of income aggregation on single rates likely seemed extreme for the reasons that the 1941 House proposal was viewed unfavorably. The Commissioner's position makes sense today: If the community property statute does not give the wife control, why not tax the husband? In the early 1930s, though, the Court probably sympathized with the husband facing a marriage "penalty." Since the Depression was a time when employers routinely reserved jobs for male "breadwinners," the Court probably believed that such a "penalty" was unfair.

Developing a source-based theory would have required a federal definition of ownership for income taxation, which would have necessitated some motivation in terms of the purposes of the income tax statute. These requirements would have been difficult to meet in light of the artificiality of the Court's own distinction between income from services and income from property. The new definition of ownership for taxation that the Court developed would raise the question why one can shift income from property but not income from personal labor.

The easy way out was to defer to state ownership rules. The Court accepted income-splitting for community-property states only; for others, *Earl* would still govern. This choice was dictated not by an acceptance of

289. The source aspect of *Earl* is probably most popular today, in part because it supports individual filing. See, e.g., Zelenak, *Marriage and the Income Tax*, supra note 2, at 357.

290. Alternatively, the Court could have compromised between the Commissioner's pure control theory and taxed personal-service income to the spouse who earned it and investment income to the spouse to whom state law gave the right to manage and control it. This was the approach of the later 1941 Senate Proposal. See S. REP. NO. 77-673, at 466, 474-76, 494-95 (1941), reprinted in 1941-42 C.B. 470.

291. These days, such a statute giving the husband control would not be acceptable; but given such control, most would favor taxing the husband with that control. Cf. Zelenak, *Marriage and the Income Tax*, supra note 2, at 354-58 (arguing that tax should follow control and that therefore individual filing is appropriate).

the proposition that the policies behind state marital property law were congruent with those of the Code on the income-splitting question. Instead, allowing income-splitting in community property was the only choice as long as the Court did not want to define ownership for tax purposes itself and wished to avoid steep marriage "penalties" in community-property states. As we will now see, in striking confirmation of this view, when the threat of such a marriage penalty had passed, so would the Court's use of community property law in the income-splitting area.

3. Deference to State Property Law

The Court's deference to state property law seems to foreshadow other cases in the line starting with Blair v. Commissioner. On closer inspection, these cases pose apparent problems for regarding Seaborn as a pure case of deference to state property law. Developments after Seaborn reinforce the view that the Seaborn Court's objective was to avoid a marriage "penalty" on husbands and that "deference" to state law was only a means to that end.

In Blair, a beneficiary of a trust made a series of assignments of income to his children and claimed that not he but the assignees, who were presumably subject to a lower marginal tax rate, should pay the tax on the assigned income. The Court relied on Seaborn for the proposition that "the tax is upon income as to which, in the general application of the revenue acts, the tax liability attaches to ownership." The Court found that the assignments were valid as a matter of local (Illinois) law and that "nothing in the revenue acts...denies [the assignee] [the] status [of owner]."

The problem becomes how to distinguish property and income. In Helvering v. Horst, the Court decided that transferring the unmatured coupons of a bond was an assignment of income, not "property." The Court asserted that "[t]he holder of a coupon bond is the owner of two independent and separable kinds of rights," the right to receive the principal back and the right to receive periodic interest payments according to the terms of the coupons. The Court used the Earl control test to find the donor to be the owner and hence taxable:
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Underlying the reasoning in [previous] cases is the thought that income is “realized” by the assignor because he, who owns or controls the source of the income, also controls the disposition of that which he could have received himself and diverts the payment from himself to others as the means of procuring the satisfaction of his wants . . . .

Although the donor here, by the transfer of the coupons, has precluded any possibility of his collecting them himself, he has nevertheless, by his act, procured payment of the interest as a valuable gift to a member of his family. Such a use of his economic gain, the right to receive income, to procure a satisfaction which can be obtained only by the expenditure of money or property, would seem to be the enjoyment of the income whether the satisfaction is the purchase of goods at the corner grocery, the payment of his debt there, or such non-material satisfactions as may result from the payment of a campaign or community chest contribution, or a gift to his favorite son.²⁹⁹

The Court came close to a federal definition of ownership, stating flatly that “[t]he power to dispose of income is the equivalent of ownership of it”³⁰⁰ and that “[t]he dominant purpose of the revenue laws is the taxation of income to those who earn or otherwise create the right to receive it and enjoy the benefit of it when paid.”³⁰¹ Blair was distinguished as being about donating “property” as opposed to “interest or wages,”³⁰² but the Court did not explain why this distinction should matter.

In the marital context, the question remained why a similar “gift” or transfer of earned income to a spouse under community property does not constitute an enjoyment of the income, particularly where the primary earner retains a high degree of control and where the members of the marital community retain a great degree of freedom to convert separate property into community property and vice versa.³⁰³

4. The Reemergence of a Modified Control Test

By the end of World War II, however, the Court’s approach to marital income had begun to move away from deference to state property law. By that time, however, a marriage penalty of the sort avoided by the Seaborn decision had been rejected by Congress in the early stages of Congress’ move from one polar extreme of individual filing to the other extreme of joint filing.

²⁹⁹. Id. at 116-17.
³⁰⁰. Id. at 118.
³⁰¹. Id. at 119.
³⁰². Id. at 118-19.
³⁰³. See infra Part V.A.
After the Seaborn decision, many states sought to secure for their citizens the advantages of income-splitting by adopting a community-property system. Oklahoma gave its citizens a choice of opting into a community-property scheme, and the tax effect on those who chose this option was the issue presented in Commissioner v. Harmon. This time the Commissioner took the position that the husband was taxable on his income from separate property and on all his earnings, but not taxable on income from his wife's separate property. Mr. Harmon and both the lower courts viewed the case as falling under Seaborn: Income-splitting effected by a community-property system was to be respected for tax purposes. The Supreme Court, however, claimed that the "community system of Oklahoma [was] not a system, dictated by State policy, as an incident to matrimony." The Court emphasized that the system was not an "inveterate policy" in Oklahoma unlike in other community-property states. The Court was willing to assume that Oklahoma state law made the property one-half Mrs. Harmon's but was unwilling to defer to that division for tax purposes.

Thus, after Harmon, the Court was advocating two theories of income tax liability, as Justice Douglas pointed out in his dissent. Contemporaries too recognized that there was nothing "consensual" or "voluntary" that separated the Oklahoma scheme from community property in other states. Marriage itself was a consensual act, and in many community-property states, husband and wife could use antenuptial agreements to avoid the community-property scheme or could contract around it once in the marriage. Furthermore, separate property was preserved as separate unless converted by contract into community property. Thus, as contemporary commentators were quick to point out, the only difference between Seaborn and Harmon was an act-omission distinction. Taxpayers like the Seaborns could split income because they could allow the community-property system to give them the result they wanted, although they could achieve a different result by contract.
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310. See, e.g., Willard S. Pedersen, Application of Federal Income, Estate and Gift Tax Laws to Community Property, 45 Mich. L. Rev. 409, 414, 423 (1947). Further contemporary commentary regarding this line of case law also focused on the resulting disparity in tax liability between those states with mandatory community-property systems and those states without such a system. See id. at 412 n.4.
The choice of whether to invoke *Earl* and *Harmon*, on the one hand, or *Seaborn* and *Blair* on the other, was to be made on arbitrary and shifting grounds. In *Earl*, as long as there was an act stemming from control, the interaction of the act, such as an agreement to assign the income, with a state's property law was irrelevant. Even if the income did not rest for a moment with the husband, the assignment did not affect the husband's liability for tax. In *Seaborn*, the operation of a state scheme with much the same effect did allow income-splitting, even though the members of the community retained a good deal of power to contract around it. Thus, what seems to separate the application of two very different rules is the act-omission distinction. Regardless of how much control the parties possess, if the unimpeded operation of an off-the-rack state-law device led to a particular result, the Court would take that as the result for taxation following *Seaborn*, but if the parties have to do something beyond the historical minimum, the control test was to be used in accord with *Earl* and *Harmon*.

Thus, the *Harmon* Court seemed to reestablish the control test while employing a different and far less satisfactory definition of "control." Instead of asking—as did the Court in *Robbins* and *Corliss* and, in part, *Earl*—which spouse had control through management and disposition powers and the like, the Court looked to whether the couple as a whole had to exercise control by performing an overt act to gain the advantages of income-splitting. While the first sense of "control" might correspond to a sensible notion of ownership and taxable well-being, the second *Harmon*-type control does not correlate with any notion of ownership or any other proxy for taxable well-being.

*Harmon*, however, can be explained in light of events intervening between it and the earlier *Seaborn* decision. In *Seaborn*, the Court was faced with a choice of (i) leaving the door open to a marriage "penalty," (ii) "deferring" to a state property law concept, or (iii) developing a tax concept of ownership. In the meantime, the Commissioner's position in *Seaborn*, summing both spouses' incomes and applying to that sum the same rate as would apply to individuals, lost its force with the repudiation of the 1941 House Proposal. The failure of that proposal could be viewed as a clear expression on the part of Congress not to allow the marriage "penalty" that would result from stacking marital incomes and subjecting them to the same rates that an individual with the same income would face.
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When that danger passed, there was no longer a need to avert it through deference to state property law. The *Harmon* decision, although bizarre, indicated an end to deference to state property law in the marital area once the threat of a marriage “penalty” had receded.313

Thus, the *Harmon* decision confirms a view of *Seaborn* as a marriage-penalty avoidance case rather than as a property-concept case. The voluntary scheme in *Harmon* was no less a property system than state trust law and no more voluntary. But once the danger of a marriage penalty had passed, the marriage and property cases began to diverge. Of the competing theories of income taxation, the one that avoids a marriage penalty was no longer so necessary and was therefore relegated to the backseat.

Thus, the Court’s use of state property law was less a matter of principle than one of convenience in the face of what it viewed as extreme alternatives. As this Article argues, the historical focus on joint and individual filing, which is itself sustained by a lack of tax definitions of ownership, pushed the Court to “defer” to state law in a highly inconsistent way. Nor did the matter rest there. After *Harmon*, the Court’s job of preventing a harsh version of joint filing was complete, but Congress continued to work towards “reform,” which led to the pure joint-filing system of 1948 to 1969.314 Singles’ protests against the resulting singles’ penalty gave us the system of joint filing with somewhat unfavorable rates that we have today.315

That the tax law has instantiated at one time or another just about every variant of individual and joint filing suggests that we may never achieve equilibrium at either pole. In light of the tortuous path that brought the tax law to where it is now, it is worth reconsidering the tacit commitment to polar systems that inevitably fails to reflect the degree of sharing in marriages.

313. *Harmon* slowed but did not halt the stampede of states to adopt community-property systems in order to take advantage of the *Seaborn* decision. See Druker v. Commissioner, 697 F.2d 46, 48 (2d Cir. 1982).


B. SOURCES OF OWNERSHIP CONCEPTS FOR THE CODE

This discussion thus far suggests that Seaborn is best seen not as an endorsement of using community-property categories for income taxation or even as the true beginning of the Blair-type property-versus-income line of cases but rather as an attempt to forestall a marriage penalty. Nevertheless, using community property as a basis for taxing the income of married couples is one of the alternative methods of allowing income-splitting. In the continued discussion below, I argue that community property, like other existing property- and family-law categories, does not furnish an appropriate proxy for sharing that is readily translated into a system for income-splitting in the income tax. Before turning to a closer analysis of income-splitting based on the category of community property, it is worth noting the serious problems that the Seaborn decision generated and how those problems would also be addressed by intermediate filing.

First, as the Seaborn Court recognized, the decision caused a radical geographical diversity in the level of income tax paid by similarly situated couples in community and non-community property states. The Court brushed off this concern as irrelevant to its decision, but the decision provoked a stampede of states to the community-property system before Congress in 1948 adopted the joint return provision across the board. After 1948, people in all states would be taxed in accordance with income-splitting of a type that previously had only been available to couples in community-property states. Interestingly, many of the new converts among community-property states reverted to common-law property regimes after there was no more tax advantage to community property.

Second, there is no guarantee that the policy, if any, behind a state’s community property law will relate to that state’s income tax policy. More precisely, there is no necessary relationship between the community-versus-separate-property distinction and the extent to which we would want to allow income-splitting. Seaborn presents an instance of a much larger problem: the lack of a single concept of ownership for the Code. As Noël Cunningham and Deborah Schenk have pointed out, Congress has
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indicated that many tax consequences should flow from "ownership," but, aside from the rules for bonds with attached coupons, Congress has not defined ownership. Thus, while it is not necessary for community property to be congruent with the appropriate scope of income-splitting, it is conceivable that it could. I return to this question in Part V.

Finally, whatever the policy that motivates the chosen scope of income-splitting may be, that policy must be clarified because it potentially competes with an important policy of the income tax: progressivity. If we view a higher-income spouse as in fact sharing less than half the increment of her income over that of the lower-income spouse, then the Earl case protected progressivity by preventing a lowering of rates that did not correspond to a true shift of income. Mr. Earl assigned half his income to his wife by contract, but there is little assurance that this reflects genuine sharing.

Interestingly, the Earls' arrangement has received some measure of approval from recent commentators who seem to take the assignment at face value. Because there is no mechanism to enforce true sharing that would deserve a splitting-induced lowering of the spouses' rates, this judgment is too hasty. Not much prevents couples from making an Earl-like assignment subject to a side-deal that whatever amount of the income is saved will be transferred back to the earning spouse as a "gift" after a year or two. There is, of course, the risk that a divorce will occur in the meantime, but the problem here is that there will be what I have called "tax-shelter" opportunities. For example, the earning spouse may make an "assignment" in which the other spouse agrees to transfer back a substantial amount of this "shared" amount. Actually, sharing is only occurring to the extent of the tax-shelter fee or kickback, but if we take Earl-style arrangements at face value, then such opportunities immediately arise. Po-

323. See Cunningham & Schenk, supra note 14, at 727. Noel Cunningham and Deborah Schenk go on to advocate extending the § 1286 approach to defining ownership under the Code generally. See id.
324. Bittker expressed this opinion over 20 years ago:

Mr. and Mrs. Earl were prophets without honor in another respect. By establishing for themselves a marital regime of equal ownership and equal control of their joint income in 1901, they foreshadowed an idea that contemporary women's rights advocates often present as novel, and that many regard as worthy of being imposed by law on all married couples. Moreover, it was only by equalizing their financial positions that they put themselves in a position to claim the tax advantage of equal-income separate returns.

Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1402. See also, e.g., Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 378 (favoring retaining the Earl approach of taxing earned income to the earner); Gann, supra note 2, at 60-61 (discussing the effects of overriding Earl and extending the possibility of income-splitting to states with common-law systems of property distribution).
licing these arrangements may be difficult, as is recognized in the nearly-
identical area of interspousal "transfers" of property that are designed
merely to transfer tax liability to a lower-bracket spouse under individual
filing. Intermediate filing eliminates this incentive altogether, and it
prevents temporary assignments. The assignment under intermediate fil-
ing must be used on divorce, and changes in the ratio can be either prohib-
ited or made subject to the cooling-off periods and recapture rules sug-
gested earlier.

Thus, modern commentators' sympathy for the Earls is premature,
because an assignment like the one the Earls' made still gives too little as-
surance of actual sharing. As I will argue at greater length in Part V, the
same criticism can be leveled at the actual result in Seaborn: Community
property, despite popular myth to the contrary, does not enforce sharing in
marriages or on divorce to nearly the extent that it may appear. The his-

tory of marital taxation in the United States reflects a failure to come to
grips with the problem of marital ownership. Neither Earl nor Seaborn
addressed the important and interrelated issues of how to define ownership
under the Code and how to make sure that such a definition of ownership
really reflects—ideally by enforcing—marital sharing.

V. OTHER NONTRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO FILING

Both Earl and Seaborn failed in the end to define ownership or ensure
that income-splitting for tax purposes would reflect sharing. Community
property, however, sounds as if it mandates sharing: Marital property that
belongs to the community is under the equal control of each spouse and is
shared equally on divorce. However, community property is quite decep-
tive in this respect: Even community property does surprisingly little to en-
force the degree of sharing that full income-splitting would imply. That
even community property falls short in this regard is a powerful argument
favoring intermediate filing.

A. COMMUNITY PROPERTY AS A POSSIBLE INDEX FOR MARITAL SHARING

Because neither individual filing nor the full income-splitting of joint
filing necessarily captures the standard-of-living or the ability-to-pay tax
of the individual marriage partners, we might ask whether the Seaborn
Court stumbled on a good compromise: Should marital income-splitting be
allowed but only to the extent of community property? The question of
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whether community property is normatively a good basis for determining who to tax is complicated by the very factor that motivated the Court in *Seaborn*: Despite some consensus that marriage can and should affect utility through sharing, not everyone agrees which, if any, benefits from marriage ought to be taxed. However, this section asks whether community property corresponds with anyone's normative view.

Before turning to this question, it is necessary to ask what we mean by "community property," because community-property regimes have been and still are characterized by a great deal of diversity. California's notable system retained common-law property features until 1973.\textsuperscript{327} More importantly, not all community-property states require equal division of community property on divorce; California, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Puerto Rico maintain such a requirement, but Arizona, Idaho, Nevada, Texas, and Washington allow courts to engage in equitable distribution with substantial judicial discretion.\textsuperscript{328} On the other hand, modern community property statutes, unlike the one in *Seaborn*, do not give the husband special management and disposition rights but rather give both spouses those rights.\textsuperscript{329}

The Court in *Seaborn* did not face some of these complications for two reasons. First, the case itself presented the system of only one state—Washington. More importantly, the Seaborns' financial situation was very simple: Neither of the Seaborns had separate property. Thus, the community-property regime had a pure income-splitting effect in that case. But in holding that state community property laws should be used to determine taxable ownership, the Court did not limit itself to the special situation of a couple with no separate property. In *Harmon*, the Court simply dismissed without explanation the impact of some crucial complicating features, antenuptial agreements, transmutation, and separate property on its conclusion in *Seaborn*.\textsuperscript{330} However, these features seriously undermine the value of community property as a possible basis for income-splitting in taxation. Again, we need more assurance of actual sharing than community property provides.


\textsuperscript{329} See, e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE § 1100(a) (West 1994).

1. **Separate Property**

Income-splitting does not extend to "separate property." In a community-property system, not all property held by the spouses is community property. Rather, community property is that property held by the spouses with equal present interests, and all property acquired during the marriage is community property unless some exception is made. Exceptions render property "separate" property, and states vary in the extent of such separate property. For example, in California the major categories of separate property are as follows: "(1) [a]ll property owned by the person before marriage[,] (2) [a]ll property acquired by the person after marriage by gift, bequest, devise, or descent[, and] (3) [t]he rents, issues, and profits of the property described in this section." A few states follow the original Spanish system in making the third category, the return on separate property, count as community property.

Even if separate and community property were immutable categories, it is unlikely that these divisions correspond to the benefits and burdens of marriage. As far as the primary earner or the spouse with greater assets is concerned, community property may overestimate or underestimate the "burden" on the primary-contributor spouse. If the wealthier spouse has legal or even de facto control during the marriage, that spouse may derive a greater ability to pay or a higher standard of living from the community assets than the secondary spouse, who may derive less benefit than he would on paper. On the other hand, the wealthier spouse may choose not to exercise control and may instead commingle the separate property such that it is separate in name alone and on divorce would be counted as community property because of this commingling. In terms of the analytical framework based on donative transfers, such a spouse could in effect make a transfer without a change in the legal label from "separate" to "community." This problem of underestimating sharing and overtaxing the better-off spouse is less serious than the overestimation problem just noted, however, because the couple can change the status of property by
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The underestimation problem exists for those not aware or sophisticated enough to make such an arrangement. Quite unfairly, those who are not sophisticated enough to take advantage of the opportunity to manipulate labels will be subject to higher tax.

Furthermore, after Blair, income from property (as opposed to income from services) is relatively easy to shift. Thus, it is possible for one spouse to keep separate property and shift the income to the other spouse by using trusts. Moreover, side-deals are possible as long as one is willing to undergo the risk of property loss on divorce in the meantime. This is not directly the fault of the community-property system, but as long as Blair allows shifting of income from property, calling something "separate property" does not ensure it will be taxed that way.

Finally, the issue in both Seaborn and Earl was whether to allow splitting of the primary earner’s earned income. This income is a return on human capital, and it is not obvious that allowing splitting really does measure income or well-being accurately. If, as is common now, community property does not include the value of the primary earner’s human capital, it becomes much more doubtful that the secondary earner is enjoying that degree of control, even during the marriage, that would lead us to conclude that taxing to the secondary earner rather than to the primary earner is appropriate.

2. Transmutation

The freedom to shift income from property is not the only freedom allowed under community-property regimes. In community-property states, spouses can "transmute" property. In California, spouses can transmute property from community property to separate property of either spouse, from separate property of either spouse to community property, or from separate property of one spouse to separate property of the other spouse. This means that the spouses can move property around to gain maximum advantage from income-splitting and can then transmute it
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If the less wealthy spouse can be influenced or pressured by a stronger spouse, the opportunity to transmute property in either direction affords an income-splitting device at least as, if not more, flexible than the arrangement that the Earls attempted to use. The tax-shelter opportunity from the false appearance of sharing is present even under community property.

3. Antenuptial Agreements

Similarly, a couple may alter their rights before marriage. Recall that commentators in the 1940s were well aware that the main difference between the optional Oklahoma community-property system in Harmon and most previous community-property regimes was highly superficial. Income-splitting through the designation "community property" was the default in the older systems with an opt-out, but in Oklahoma a common-law system was the default with an opt-in for community property. Under Seaborn and Harmon, the tax consequences turned on the distinction between opting out and opting in.

In California, the Family Code provides that "[t]he property rights of husband and wife prescribed by statute may be altered by a premarital agreement or other marital property agreement." The only limit on this freedom is that the parties may not alter any support obligations mandated by law. The California Supreme Court has ruled that an antenuptial agreement providing that earnings and other property acquired during marriage will remain separate property will bind the parties even if they do not contemplate lifelong marriage. Other states also give considerable force to antenuptial agreements.

B. OTHER DIVORCE AND PROPERTY LAW

If community property, which is thought to be among the stronger protections for secondary earners, fails as an appropriate basis for income-
splits, it is not likely that other family-law and property-law categories will do better. In this section, I tie together some observations made earlier that confirm this proposition.

The least adequate approach would be to allow income-splitting in proportion to the minimum legal support obligation that the better-off spouse bears towards the less well-off spouse. Such an approach would share the inadequacy of all of the traditional approaches to alimony. Furthermore, those who share more than the legal minimum do not get any extra benefit. Because there is no marginal decrease in tax for the primary earner from sharing, such a system offers no additional incentive to share beyond the legal minimum.

If we allowed splitting to the extent of equitable distribution on divorce, we would face many problems, the solution to which would involve a move towards intermediate filing. Using existing equitable-distribution principles would face the usual criticisms of inadequate protection of secondary earners. We would have to solve the problems of separate property, antenuptial agreements, and human capital. Furthermore, because equitable distribution is inherently discretionary and ex post, it is hard to predict exactly how it would be done. For this reason, it would furnish neither the clear answers nor the information-forcing effect that, I argue, are among the principal advantages of intermediate filing. Also, if we responded to these problems in using equitable-distribution principles by asking couples to commit in advance to a ratio for division on divorce, we are well on our way to the intermediate-filing system advocated here. Intermediate filing would be the reverse of taxing according to a prediction of the division on divorce—by equitable distribution or otherwise: Intermediate filing settles such questions ex ante for both tax and divorce law purposes.

Finally, some have proposed that we allow couples to choose their filing status. For example, couples would be allowed a choice of using

---

346. For an acknowledgment of this possibility, see Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1422. See also Boris I. Bittker, A “Comprehensive Tax Base” as a Goal of Income Tax Reform, 80 HARV. L. REV. 925, 976 (1967).

347. See Baker, supra note 38, at 1206-13 (criticizing the state of alimony law).

348. This applies equally to the “contractarian” or hypothetical-bargain approach to family law as well. See supra Part II.B.2. Notice that such an approach to family law and one based on intermediate filing are contractarian in very different senses.

349. At some times in the past, the Code has contained a secondary-earner deduction. Most recently, a secondary-earner deduction was abolished in 1986. See CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, supra note 10, at 51-53. Such a deduction would lower rates for secondary earners and is compatible with intermediate filing.
current joint filing or individual filing. Such a solution would be expensive in terms of revenue loss in that all the marriage “bonuses” in the present system would be maintained by tax-minimizing couples.\textsuperscript{350} Couples would have an incentive to overreport sharing; they would split income for tax purposes without regard to how much sharing was occurring. Without the countervailing incentive of the self-assessed ratio under intermediate filing, couples would choose the maximum split and the primary earner and/or wealthier spouse would again have no incentive to share in fact. Moreover, such a system would do nothing to prevent tax avoidance on property income.

VI. A THEORY OF SHARING IN THE ATTRIBUTION OF INCOME

In this section, I address how the system based on self-assessed ratios could be generalized to other groups of taxpayers who share joint economic interests and who could argue for some consolidation of their income for tax purposes. This problem of choosing among taxpayers for purposes of attributing taxable income is quite general and one of the thorniest that tax policy has to offer. By defining the group members’ ownership interests in important respects, the self-assessed intermediate-filing system can solve similar difficulties in measuring sharing that stem from a tax-driven desire to overstate the sharing within the group. With this more general analysis in hand, we also can discern the limits of self-assessment: Because self-assessment crucially rests on a contractarian notion of consent, we may see which contexts—most notably with respect to parents and minor children—in which we might not want to allow self-assessment.

Until now, we have focused on the taxation of married couples, but the problem we have been addressing and my proposed solution can both be generalized. At issue in the marital tax context is when it is appropriate to regard one taxpayer as a “conduit” of income to the other, such that the second recipient taxpayer ought to pay the tax rather than the “conduit” taxpayer. In the case of spouses, there may be a net transfer of monetary resources from one spouse to the other, and, as seen above, it makes sense both from an equity and efficiency perspective to tax the recipient—but only so long as sharing by the conduit taxpayer can really be said to occur.

\textsuperscript{350} See, e.g., Marriage Tax Elimination Act, H.R. 2456, 105th Cong. (1997) (proposing legislation that would implement a traditional solution of allowing married couples a choice of filing jointly or separately). See also CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, supra note 10, at 55-56 (noting the large loss of revenue that would result from allowing couples to choose between current joint filing and individual filing).
Under the self-assessed system, the amount declared as shared, transferred by the conduit, for income tax purposes is then backed up with a corresponding property-law and family-law rule of division. Thus, a conduit for tax purposes is a true conduit because the property interest of the other spouse is defined in terms of the prenegotiated tax-conduit (sharing) ratio.

In these terms, the problem can be seen as one facet of a larger problem. There are many social relations in which multiple taxpayers seem to have joint economic interests and some transfer of income from one to the other occurs. Examples of these include parent(s) and children, extended families, cohabiting couples, communes, and any other cooperative living arrangement. As is well known, it would be difficult to investigate the nature of each of these varied arrangements and allow income-splitting—taxation of some income to the transferee rather than to the "conduit"—to the extent that the arrangement really does represent a joint economic enterprise. Indeed, even the question of what is a "family" receives a very wide range of responses. If we simply took people's word on such matters, people would have an incentive to overreport the amount of sharing in such groups in order to lower overall taxes. Lower-bracket taxpayers could sell their participation for some fee up to the savings in tax liability. This is the general version of the "tax-shelter" opportunity in the marital context. There would be little to stop a group from declaring itself such a joint economic enterprise to a greater extent than resources were really being transferred, simply in order for high-bracket taxpayers in the group to lower their taxes. If we simply allowed joint filing for such groups, we face both the question of where to stop, as well as the problem that any such rule will be over- and underinclusive. A search among existing legal categories—such as parent-child, niece-aunt, and grandchild-grandparent—inevitably faces these difficulties. But traditionally, the question of when to allow splitting has consisted of just such a search among existing legal categories for determinants of consolidation for tax purposes.

Self-assessment here too provides a possible approach to this seemingly insoluble problem. Under self-assessment, we can ensure that the

351. See, e.g., Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1398-99.
352. See Kornhauser, Love, Money, and the IRS, supra note 2, at 65-73. See also id. at 69 (noting that many researchers use the notion of commitment to define families). Intermediate filing is well-suited to putting commitment to the test.
353. See supra notes 151-54 and accompanying text.
354. See, e.g., Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1399. See also, e.g., McIntyre & Oldman, supra note 2, at 1578 ("In answering [the question of who the taxpayer is], current law looks principally at property rules").
extent of negotiated consolidation for tax purposes will dictate important aspects of ownership. We can set up a system whereby such groups of taxpayers must, if they separate, divide their property in accordance with the same ratio they declared for income-splitting purposes on their tax returns. As in the marital context, the group has countervailing incentives to report a more even ratio for income tax and report a less even, less sharing ratio in light of the possible use of such a ratio on break-up of the group. We do not face the usual problem of the tax rule not reflecting true ownership because, once again, the tax income-splitting ratio defines ownership to a large extent.

Nor is self-assessment likely to lead to an explosion of taxpayers opting into such a system. Tax theorists have been quite aware that transferors of income face greater or lesser risk of "ingratitude" on the part of the transferee, which inhibits use of such transfers to effect tax avoidance. There is always a risk that the tax-motivated transfer will result in the transferee taking the money and running. Transfers range from those to spouses at the most secure end of the spectrum, running through various transfers to children and other close relatives, to those to other third parties where the risk of ingratitude is greatest. This realization itself suggests that few, besides spouses and some others with closely related dependents would opt into a more generalized, self-assessed income-splitting arrangement. The risk of ingratitude is precisely what the conduit must beware of when he attempts to lower his income tax bill through a renegotiated income-splitting ratio. Again, the incentive to lower taxes through a move towards more even splitting of income is counterbalanced by the incentive not to put one's assets at too great a risk of being lost on break-up. The fear of ingratitude magnifies the countervailing incentive that pushes such taxpayers away from income-splitting. This view is supported by recent work on bequests showing that people give less in gifts than tax-avoidance would dictate. Again, under intermediate filing, there should be little incentive to overstate the amount of integration of economic interests and sharing actually occurring.

Because self-assessed intermediate filing rests on the potential to contract around a default, it works best where such an expectation is realistic. By the same token, intermediate filing cannot be easily extended to

355. See, e.g., Bitker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1441 & n.141. But see Feldstein & Feenberg supra note 4, at 69 (arguing that people would not shift property around because of the high chance of divorce). Feldstein and Feenberg are overly optimistic about this, as I argue in Parts III.B-E and V supra.

minor children. While we might, if we so chose, allow adult relatives to split income as long as they commit to it over the long term, this will not work with minor children. We cannot expect them to bargain or to give their consent.357

What intermediate filing might do is help with the question of how to allocate deductions relating to children. Although there is disagreement over how much the allocation of deductions to the mother versus the father really results in behavioral and welfare effects within the family,358 we may ask whether self-assessment might help here, too. The most straightforward solution would be to allocate child-related deductions according to the same ratio as the couple negotiates. For default individual filers, we might allocate all the deduction to the secondary earner or split the deduction in a number of other ways.359 On the other hand, if we wish to treat child responsibilities as a separate category, as suggested by current family law, we could allocate child-related deductions to the secondary earner as a default and make couples opting into intermediate filing negotiate a ratio for the child-related deductions. This ratio would be used as a floor for child support payments after divorce.

As should be clear by now, there are no technocratic "solutions" in this area, but intermediate filing both allows us to build a strong role for sharing into the tax system and helps us to refine our intuitions about the importance of sharing. In this way, intermediate filing can have an information-forcing effect on the policy level as well. If we would not accept intermediate filing for a given group of taxpayers who genuinely do seem to share income, this strongly suggests that some other value trumps sharing. For example, if society considers some groups to be "cults," intermediate filing would not be acceptable regardless of the extent of sharing. Further, where society has no such objection to the group of taxpayers, a lack of acceptance for intermediate filing might suggest that we fear that sharing is not going on. Thus, in marriage, if someone wishes to promote marriage in general, favors sharing, but opposes intermediate filing, the problem may well be a belief that intermediate filing exposes as empty the commonly expressed strong rhetoric in favor of sharing. Just as interme-

358. Compare Alstott, supra note 28, at 2049-50 (arguing that allocating allowances may not increase women's after-tax income if husband controls money) with Kornhauser, Partnership Model, supra note 75, at 1445 n.68 (noting that studies that suggest that when women have their own money they have more control). See also Lundberg et al., supra note 58; supra notes 61, 176, and accompanying text.
359. See, e.g., Bittker, Taxation and the Family, supra note 2, at 1444-56 (discussing problems involved with dependency exemptions).
Intermediate filing would force the primary earner to support professions of willingness to share with enforceable guarantees, so intermediate filing can put our general confidence in marital and other sharing to the test.

Intermediate filing should not be thought of as an attempt to escape the need to base the choice of taxpayer or attribution of income on society's shared values. Boris Bittker is correct that we cannot decide between individual and joint filing from some neutral standpoint but will rather have to consider "society's assumptions about the role of marriage and the family," and the decision "in the end can rest on nothing more precise or permanent than collective social preferences." But intermediate filing does expand the range of choices and the amount of relevant information. We can escape the "battle of the neutralities" of the joint-versus-individual-filing debate by providing a system more narrowly tailored to the values, sharing in particular, that we want to promote. In addition, intermediate filing has efficiency advantages that flow directly from this fine-grained nature. As the question of how far to extend the option of intermediate filing to other groups indicates, we still must ask ourselves what the consequences are in terms of the values we wish to promote. But intermediate filing allows us to make that question both more precise and open to a wider range of answers.

VII. CONCLUSION

This Article has explored the implications of intermediate filing. As I have shown, it is a sensible method of implementing in the income tax our commitment to sharing in marriages. By combining features of individual and joint filing, it presents a range of equity and efficiency benefits that neither of these two polar systems has to offer. Intermediate filing's voluntary nature and contractarian basis lead to information-forcing and optimal damages on divorce, which should induce more efficient behavior and make women better off. More generally, moving the analysis beyond the traditional polar "solutions" to the trilemma of choosing between progressive rates, marriage neutrality, and couples neutrality allows us a window on the role that sharing plays in our intuitions about marital taxation. This thought experiment based on intermediate filing extends naturally to other groups of taxpayers. By considering the possibility and likely (un)acceptability of intermediate filing in the context of other social relations, we can isolate the role that sharing is or is not playing in our atti-

360. Id. at 1392, 1463. See also Graetz, supra note 2, at 39-40; Zelenak, Marriage and the Income Tax, supra note 2, at 342 (concurring in this view).
tudes toward the taxation and attribution of income within such social
groups. In the particular context of marriage that has been our main focus
and that is the most pressing such issue in tax policy today, intermediate
filing deserves serious consideration, which is likely to increase under-
standing of our attitudes toward sharing in marriage.